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This Article analyzes the environmental justice implications of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and proposes ways to better address these concerns currently and in the future. It explores the justice problems that have arisen with respect to the spill response, compensation, and employment and workers. The Article argues that these problems result from a mix of inadequate information, failure to incorporate environmental justice into planning, and statutory provisions that favor oil companies and limit protections for vulnerable populations. It proposes ways in which to address these causes in the context of this disaster and
more broadly.
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INTRODUCTION

In the aftermath of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, a wide range of commentators has analyzed why the spill happened and how both offshore drilling regulation and disaster response could improve. The National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling’s January 2011 report provides the most comprehensive account thus far, showing the systematic regulatory failures that caused the spill and proposing thoughtful reforms. However, these analyses, to the extent that they address injustice, mostly focus on particular problems involving waste disposal, exposure to pollution, income loss, or the impacts of marsh destruction. They do not address the systematic differential impacts grounded in law that the spill had on low-income communities of color.

This Article fills this important gap. It demonstrates the ways in which law structures justice problems across a range of different substantive issues arising from the spill. Consistently, the relevant


law and institutions provide exceptions for oil companies and inadequately protect vulnerable populations. Despite the Obama Administration’s efforts to incorporate environmental justice concerns into agency decision-making, the cross-cutting nature of the spill response meant that these individual agency environmental justice initiatives often failed to translate into multi-agency action. Across all of these issues, information limitations often make the true extent of these problems unknowable. The demographic data is spotty in contexts most critical to evaluating environmental injustice. Moreover, it is hard to assess how problems in conveying important information translate into lack of access to resources.

This Article also proposes a road forward. It recommends numerous possibilities for reform to address current injustice and prevent future injustice. In so doing, it highlights which reforms are achievable and which ones are unlikely to overcome the powerful lobbying force of the oil industry. Across the board, better implementation of existing environmental justice mandates and more effective strategies around information seem more likely than major statutory reform. However, even in the legislative arena, victim-focused changes may be able to gain traction.

This analysis makes an important and innovative contribution to the scholarly literature in two respects. First, it demonstrates the systematic failure of our legal system to protect vulnerable populations in the aftermath of this spill as part of the broader systematic failures that caused this disaster. The National Commission’s report argues that the blowout at the Macondo well was not simply a case of risk probabilities catching up to an unlucky BP; rather, the spill resulted from systematic regulatory failures and inadequate industry safety culture. Likewise, the differential impacts on vulnerable populations in the aftermath of the spill were not an inevitable consequence of inequality in our society. Regulatory and human choices compounded to make low-income communities and communities of color more at risk of unequal impacts in the aftermath of the spill.

Second, the Article’s examination of law’s role in structuring unequal distribution of both “goods” and “bads” has broader implications for environmental justice analysis. It highlights the need to conceptualize environmental justice problems as much

---

3 See NATIONAL COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 1, at vii.
more than problematic structural racism bringing unfair devastating pollution into low-income communities of color. The response to the spill certainly has such stories, most prominently the disposal of the vast majority of oil spill waste in communities that are either majority people of color or whose proportion of people of color exceeds that of their county’s proportion of people of color. But a focus only on manifestations of traditional environmental justice would miss a broader pattern of systematic unfairness. This Article reinforces the importance of weaving individual instances of unfair distribution of harms and resources into a broader mosaic of injustice.

Part I provides background on challenges to achieving environmental justice in order to contextualize the problems raised by the spill. Part II examines justice concerns arising from the spill response, with a particular focus on human health and waste disposal. Part III considers issues of unequal access to compensation, analyzing the Gulf Coast Claims Facility, governmental efforts, and litigation. Part IV discusses the inequalities surrounding employment and cleanup and oil rig workers with an emphasis on access to economic opportunities and safety. Part V proposes cross-cutting strategies to address inadequate information, incomplete implementation of the executive order on environmental justice, and statutory biases. The Article concludes with a broader analysis of the intertwined histories of oil and environmental injustice, and the possibilities for a better future.

I. BARRIERS TO LEGAL PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

The environmental justice movement, with its focus on the disproportionate distribution of environmental burdens and benefits, has long lagged behind both the civil rights and environmental movements that provide its component parts. To some extent, this lag results from neither movement treating environmental justice concerns as its core. However, the nature of these problems also makes them exceedingly difficult to address. They cross-cut substantive areas of law and legal structures, and interact with vexing, hard-to-solve social, political, economic, and cultural concerns.

---

4 See, e.g., Sheila Foster, The Challenge of Environmental Justice, 1 RUTGERS J.L. & URB. POL’Y 1 (2004); Michael D. Mattheisen, The Effect of
In the context of the oil industry specifically and energy industry more broadly, the ways in which law structures these companies makes them particularly hard to regulate effectively. Major oil companies are sprawling transnational behemoths which law regulates in a piecemeal fashion under the authority of many states and countries. No mechanisms exist to address them comprehensively at an international level, and corporate law limits the liability of the parts for one another. These structural concerns are compounded by the critical role that oil plays in the domestic and international economy and state sovereignty over natural resources. This Part explores these barriers to frame the paper's more specific analysis of environmental justice concerns in the context of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

A. Substantive and Structural Intersectionality

What is environmental justice? Many hours have been devoted to debating this question, often with a focus on how broad the category of environmental justice should be. The core of environmental justice involves disproportionate environmental harm suffered by low-income communities of color. But over the years, those concerned with environmental justice have argued that these harms occur in a broader context that is part of the fairness problem. Most significantly, many have argued that environmental justice does not simply involve harms but also disproportionate access to environmental benefits, such as open space and parks and recreation. In addition, some have contended that the concentration of undesirable land uses—such as drug dealing or detention centers—in low-income communities of color are part of the environmental justice problem, even when those activities have little direct environmental harm.5

Under either a broad or most narrow definition of environmental justice, many types of law apply to the problem, each of which has a different core focus. As Hari Osofsky has


explored in her past scholarship, environmental justice problems generally lie at the intersection of environmental law, civil rights law, and tort law, each of which engages a different aspect of the problem. Environmental law typically focuses on violations of minimum standards applicable to everyone, which many severe environmental impacts will violate. Civil rights law engages the disproportionate character of the harm, with particular consideration of intentional discrimination against and disparate impacts on low-income communities of color. Tort law addresses the causation of harm in violation of a duty of care, and many environmental justice problems involve negligence (unreasonable conduct by the person or entity with the duty of care) or nuisance (substantial and unreasonable interference with use or enjoyment of land).  

In the context of offshore drilling and oil spills, a myriad of other laws apply that intersect with the justice problem. For example, the Department of Interior—through the Mineral Management Service at the time of the spill and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation, and Enforcement (BOEMRE) since the post-spill reorganization—and Coast Guard apply a regulatory apparatus to drilling. The National Commission’s report makes clear that the way in which they implemented their authority pre-spill, together with an inadequate industry safety culture, increased the risks of a catastrophic blowout (and its environmental justice impacts) and of oil rig worker injury. Similarly, as discussed in Part II, the National Contingency Plan used to respond to the spill, together with environmental law, helped to frame choices regarding waste disposal and health with significant fairness implications. The Oil Pollution Act of 1990, among other laws, structures possibilities for compensation, the focus of Part III. Laws regarding worker training and safety, paired with the National Contingency Plan and admiralty law, shaped the conditions of the workers and their capacity to gain compensation, which Part IV explores. None of

7 See NATIONAL COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 1, at 76–79.
8 See infra Part II.
9 See infra Part III.
10 See infra Part IV.
these laws has environmental justice as its primary focus, but all of them frame the disproportionate distribution of risks and benefits in the aftermath of the spill.

The difficulty of navigating substantive overlap to address justice problems is made worse by the structural fragmentation that accompanies these different legal regimes. Both offshore drilling and oil spill responses involve a myriad of federal, state, and local entities with specific responsibilities under the laws of these regimes. These entities often try to coordinate their efforts. The Department of Interior and Coast Guard work cooperatively in their dual roles regulating offshore drilling, and the National Contingency Plan ("NCP") provides a framework for an array of key agencies to organize their efforts in response to spills. But after the Deepwater Horizon spill, the bifurcated and sometimes ambiguous divisions of authority also led to conflicts and actions outside of the formal post-disaster decision-making structure. States and localities at times used funds from BP to spread more boom—a physical barrier to the oil—when they disagreed with the federal government's decision to distribute it elsewhere. Ad hoc subgroups of agencies made decisions about fishery closures and dispersant use outside of the formal structure.\(^1\) Moreover, while the federal agencies involved all have explicit environmental justice obligations, as discussed in more depth in Part III, implementing those obligations becomes harder in the kind of multi-agency decision-making that took place in the aftermath of the spill.

**B. Transnational Energy Production and Consumption**

These problems of both substantive and structural overlap are made more difficult by the institutional and legal structure of transnational energy production and consumption. This structure ties corporations to national governments, makes them hard to regulate effectively, and creates enormous pressure for greater energy independence. Together, these dynamics put pressure on the United States to exploit viable domestic sources of oil, a pressure that means that deepwater drilling and its justice implications will continue for the foreseeable future.

---

\(^{1}\) See Hari M. Osofsky, *Multidimensional Governance and the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill*, 63 FLA. L. REV. 1077 (2011), for an in-depth analysis of these governance issues.
Due to the international law principle of state sovereignty over natural resources, corporations extracting oil around the world must do so with approval of national governments. Many of the countries with large oil supplies have governments with which the United States has uneasy relations and/or that face significant political instability. This legal framework has resulted in significant environmental justice concerns associated with oil extraction around the world. Economically powerful corporations pair with governments wielding sovereign regulatory authority in ways that limit the capacity of vulnerable populations to protect their rights. Especially in the poorer countries in which oil extraction takes place, but in the United States as well, these dynamics result in patterns of governmental underenforcement of environmental standards applicable to oil companies. Governments often profit directly from the oil companies' efforts; in the U.S. deepwater drilling context relevant to this article, the government receives royalties from leasing underwater land and drilling rights to oil companies. Moreover, in countries with significant armed conflict or human rights violations, the relationship between the corporation and the government at times involves the corporation in that violence.

The people who face the greatest environmental risks and harms as a result of this production do not receive its benefits. A voluminous scholarly literature provides narratives of massive environmental degradation intertwined with human suffering that accompanies oil and other extractive industries around the world.

---


13 See id.


as well as the unequal distribution of the burdens and benefits. This Article adds to this literature by detailing the ways in which this unequal distribution is not simply a product of developing countries with unstable dictators. While the domestic U.S. version of environmental injustice stemming from the oil industry may be less extreme, the patterns of powerful corporations influencing the substance of law and enforcement in ways that put vulnerable populations at risk and the more limited avenues open to these impacted people are consistent with the rest of the world.

The treatment of governments and corporations under international law and its incorporation in domestic legal systems reinforces these difficulties. The international legal system is premised on sovereign and equal states making agreements with each other, whether through treaties or under customary international law. Nation-states are the primary subjects and objects of international law, while corporations, despite their transnational reach, have limited international legal personality.

While significant scholarship problematizes this structure and suggests ways in which informal dynamics change it, the formal

---


legal system constitutes and regulates corporations primarily through national and subnational law.\textsuperscript{20}

This national and subnational regulation of corporations becomes particularly problematic in situations like this one in which a mass of subcontracting relationships complicate questions of regulatory authority and liability. Another layer of multiscalar law interacts with the above-described regulatory regime due to the many corporations involved through subcontracting relationships in the drilling project. While BP, as the company with the oil and gas lease from the U.S. government,\textsuperscript{21} is the legally responsible party for the spill, eleven other companies with ties to multiple countries (if one counts subsidiaries as distinct companies from their parents) had significant involvement in BP’s drilling efforts at the Macondo well site.\textsuperscript{22} Under the Outer Continental Shelves Land Act, Louisiana law incorporated as


\textsuperscript{22} See Osofsky, \textit{Multidimensional Governance and the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill}, supra note 11, at 1084–86.
federal law governs these subcontracting relationships, but the entities themselves and the choices that they make present a complex geography of regulatory relationships. For example, the Deepwater Horizon rig was registered under a Marshall Islands flag, giving the Marshall Islands partial regulatory authority under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.

Together, these substantive and structural complexities create formidable barriers to justice. The following three Parts detail how these dynamics played out in the specific context of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. They demonstrate the ways in which justice hinges on a myriad of particular decisions regarding many different laws and regulations and in which the types of problems articulated in this Part manifest through situational details.

II. JUSTICE CONCERNS WITH THE SPILL RESPONSE

This Part analyzes environmental justice concerns regarding the spill response, with a focus on the disproportionate distribution of oil spill waste and of current and future public health risks associated with the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill on low-income communities of color. The first Section examines the legal framework that governs the disposal of oil spill waste in municipal facilities, the environmental justice concerns raised by the distribution of such facilities, and the actual disproportionate dumping of oil spill waste in low-income communities of color. The second Section considers the inadequate access to health care, higher rates of exposure, and uncertain plans for long-term health surveillance that frame additional fairness concerns in the aftermath of the spill.

A. Waste Disposal

By December 2011, the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill had

---


resulted in over 113,000 tons of solid waste and 1,408,000 barrels of liquid waste. The waste falls into five main categories: oily liquids (459,781 oil barrels), liquids (951,866 oil barrels), oily solids (96,842.80 tons), solid waste (13,961.90 tons), and recyclables (4,775.90 tons).25 This immense amount of waste required facilities for disposal, oil recovery, and recycling. BP identified numerous facilities located throughout the Gulf Coast region to handle the volume of waste being generated as part of the cleanup effort, primarily located in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida.26 Additionally, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Coast Guard approved waste management plans outlining how the waste would be managed in each state.27 The plans took into account “applicable federal, state, and local regulations; planning for waste characterization; and BP’s proposed locations for waste management activities in order to consider the suitability of specific sites and the impacts on the surrounding communities.”28

Although BP and the governmental agencies explicitly included environmental justice concerns in their plans, leading environmental justice expert Robert Bullard raised concerns early on about the disproportionate siting of waste storage in low-income communities of color.29 This Section examines the way in which law interacted with these environmental justice concerns. It begins by examining the applicability and operation of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the nation’s primary law governing the disposal of solid and hazardous waste in this context.30 RCRA addresses the duties imposed on the EPA as the federal agency charged with regulating waste management.

28 Id.
It then examines the obligations stemming from Executive Order 12,898, which directs federal agencies to make environmental justice part of their mission. While RCRA focuses on the broad waste regulations affecting human health and the environment, Executive Order 12,898 applies to specific EPA decisions that impact low-income communities and communities of color. By together addressing the impacts of waste management on humans and the environment, RCRA and Executive Order 12,898 play a pivotal role in establishing the legal framework surrounding the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill waste management plans for Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida.

1. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

For the last thirty-four years, RCRA has served as the nation’s primary law governing the disposal of solid and hazardous waste. RCRA aims to protect human health and the environment by ensuring proper management of wastes. It directs the EPA to develop regulations governing the identification and management of hazardous and nonhazardous waste.

RCRA incorporates two waste management programs to further its goal of protecting human health and the environment. The first program is the Solid Waste Program under RCRA Subtitle D. This program “encourages states to develop comprehensive plans to manage nonhazardous industrial solid waste and municipal solid waste.” Subtitle D sets criteria for municipal solid waste landfills and other solid waste disposal facilities. The second important program under RCRA is the Hazardous Waste Program under Subtitle C. This program “establishes a system for controlling hazardous waste from the time it is generated until its ultimate disposal.” Through Subtitle C and Subtitle D, RCRA seeks to protect human health and the environment by sequestering hazardous waste and regulating municipal and industrial waste facilities.

32 History of RCRA, supra note 30.
33 Id.
34 Id.
35 Id.
36 Id.
37 Id.
38 Id.
Solid wastes are classified as “hazardous” or “nonhazardous” depending on their characteristics. RCRA defines hazardous wastes as those which pose a substantial or potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly managed and divides them into two categories: listed wastes and characteristic wastes. Listed wastes are considered hazardous if they appear on one of the four hazardous waste lists established by EPA regulations. Characteristic wastes have one or more of the following properties: ignitability, corrosive characteristics, reactivity, or toxicity.

The Land Disposal Restrictions (LDR) program under 40 C.F.R. Part 268 typically governs hazardous solid waste disposal. LDR mandates treatment standards specific to each type of hazardous waste. It requires that, rather than being diluted, hazardous waste be properly treated and then disposed of, not stored indefinitely. In general, hazardous waste facilities incorporate strict land disposal restrictions, treatment requirements, and a zero discharge system. The public health concerns surrounding hazardous wastes, coupled with the risk of leaching from landfills, legally prevents municipal solid waste landfills from accepting hazardous solid waste.

Nonhazardous wastes, on the other hand, are waste substances that are not ignitable, corrosive, reactive, or toxic. However, RCRA also provides strict regulatory requirements for these wastes to prevent environmental or public health problems. It limits nonhazardous solid waste disposal to approved industrial or municipal solid waste landfills. These landfills do not accept hazardous solid waste but can accept household waste, nonhazardous sludge, industrial solid waste, and construction and demolition debris. The EPA enforces stringent design standards for municipal solid waste landfills to protect nearby groundwater

---

42 Id.
43 Id.
and soil from leaching toxic waste in the landfill. These landfills must comply with the federal regulations in 40 C.F.R. Part 258, or equivalent state regulations.

Although most hazardous waste is classified as a listed or characteristic hazardous waste, there are several exemptions under Subtitle C. For purposes of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, the most significant exemption is oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) waste. The E&P exemption is codified at 40 C.F.R. § 261.4(b)(5) and exempts wastes that have been generated from a material or process uniquely associated with the exploration, development, or production of crude oil and gas. As a result, the oily solid waste generated by the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill is categorically excluded from being labeled hazardous. The oily solid waste includes oil-soaked containment booms, oil-contaminated debris, oil-contaminated soils, tar balls, tar patties, and oil-contaminated vegetative debris. These types of waste are officially categorized as E&P Type 16 waste: Crude Oil Spill Cleanup Waste. This exemption allows oil and gas operators to choose a waste management and disposal option that is less stringent than what is typically required under RCRA Subtitle C. The exemption therefore has a significant impact on the oil and gas industry because it reduces the overall cost associated with drilling.

Despite this E&P exemption, the EPA has stated that “the exemption does not mean these wastes could not present a hazard to human health or the environment if improperly managed.” As noted above, the exemption only applies to wastes generated from the “exploration, development, or production of crude oil.”

---

45 Id.
49 Id.
50 U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, supra note 47, at 5.
51 Id.
52 Id. at 6.
Hence, wastes generated from the transportation of crude oil are not exempt from RCRA and can be treated as hazardous waste when disposed.\textsuperscript{53} The EPA has acknowledged that if E&P wastes are not properly treated, they present risks to human health and the environment.\textsuperscript{54} Specifically, when the EPA sampled oil and gas wastes, it found that "organic pollutants at level of potential concern... included the hydrocarbons benzene and phenanthrene. Inorganic constituents at levels of potential concern included lead, arsenic, barium, antimony, fluoride, and uranium."\textsuperscript{55}

As a result of the E&P exemption for RCRA Subtitle C, the oil-soaked containment booms, oil-contaminated debris, oil-contaminated soils, tar balls, tar patties, and oil-contaminated vegetative debris from the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill were disposed of in Subtitle D municipal solid waste landfills in Gulf Coast communities.\textsuperscript{56} Over 96,000 tons of this type of waste were generated in the six months following the oil spill and the Gulf Coast municipal landfills received the majority of it.\textsuperscript{57} In August 2010, BP stated that "oily solids from spill response activities have been collected and characterized. To date, analytical results have confirmed these materials do not exhibit hazardous waste characteristics."\textsuperscript{58} However, BP also observed that, even without the analytical results, "federal and state regulations exempt most of these materials from the definition of hazardous waste due to the exploration and production exemption."\textsuperscript{59}

BP and the EPA worked cooperatively to ensure that the waste was stored safely in these municipal landfills and appear to

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{53} Id.
\bibitem{54} Crude Oil and Natural Gas Waste: Regulatory Determination for Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Exploration, Development and Production Wastes, 53 Fed. Reg. 25,446 (July 6, 1988).
\bibitem{55} Id. at 25,448.
\bibitem{56} HOUMA INCIDENT COMMAND WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 48, at 4.
\bibitem{59} Id.
\end{thebibliography}
have followed appropriate regulatory procedures. However, perhaps in part due to the unequal distribution of landfills in the United States, people of color are disproportionately bearing the burden of these very large quantities of oily solid waste. While people of color make up just 26% of the coastal counties in Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana, Professor Robert Bullard found that 55.4% of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill waste was dumped in communities that are comprised predominantly of people of color. In addition, he noted that “[m]ore than 80 percent of the oil waste was disposed in communities where the percent people of color exceeded the percent in the county.” Two landfills received close to half of the waste, both of which had more people of color living nearby than the percentages of people of color in the region as a whole:

(1) Springhill Landfill in Campelton, Florida: 24,247.4 tons dumped, while 76% of the residents living within a one-mile radius are people of color; and

(2) Allied Waste Colonial Landfill in Sorrento, Louisiana: 22,704.8 tons dumped, while 34.7% of the residents living within a one-mile radius are people of color.

This disproportionate burden poses future risks for these communities. The E&P hazardous waste exemption has contributed to oil spill waste management plans that do not fully take into account the potential long-term effects of these very large quantities of oily solid waste on public health and the environment. The waste management plans for Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida rely on the E&P hazardous waste exemption, and accordingly direct oily solid waste to municipal solid waste landfills. Although sampling and analysis confirms that most of

63 HOUMA INCIDENT COMMAND WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 48; MOBILE INCIDENT COMMAND CENTER SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 60.
the waste does not exhibit hazardous waste characteristics now, the waste management plans do not contemplate the future risks associated with the disposing of 96,279 tons of oily solid waste in municipal solid waste landfills. Moreover, even if the waste remains safe, it is unfair for this waste to be disproportionately stored close to where people of color live.

2. **Executive Order 12,898: “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low Income Populations”**

Executive Orders are legally binding directives to federal administrative agencies. On February 11, 1994, President Clinton signed Executive Order 12,898 directing administrative agencies to make environmental justice part of their missions. Executive Order 12,898 directs each administrative agency to “make environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.” As part of this order, President Clinton directed the implementation of an Interagency Working Group to provide guidance to federal agencies in their efforts to eliminate disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority populations and low-income populations. The Executive Order further directed the development of an agency-wide environmental justice strategy, and agencies were mandated to perform research, data collection, and analysis to ensure that their programs did not adversely affect minority and low-income populations. In President Clinton’s memorandum addressing Executive Order 12,898, he highlighted that the purpose of the Order was to “promote nondiscrimination in Federal programs substantially affecting human health and the environment, and to provide minority communities access to public information on, and an opportunity for public participation

---

64 BP, WASTE SAMPLING, supra note 58, at 2.
65 WEEKLY WASTE TRACKING CUMULATIVE REPORT, supra note 57, at 1.
67 Id.
68 Id.
69 Id.
in, matters relating to human health and the environment.\textsuperscript{70}

Executive Order 12,898 directs the EPA to make environmental justice part of its mission. Additionally, the EPA’s Environmental Justice Strategy, adopted pursuant to Executive Order 12,898, acknowledged that “partnering with communities with minority low-income populations which may be suffering from disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects should be a cornerstone of EPA’s pollution prevention efforts.”\textsuperscript{71}

The Obama Administration is enforcing Executive Order 12,898 and making environmental justice an important part of its overall strategy to protect human health and the environment. The EPA’s current “Plan EJ 2014” has three main goals: (1) protect health in communities over-burdened by pollution, (2) empower communities to take action to improve their health and environment, and (3) establish partnerships with local, state, tribal, and federal organizations to achieve healthy and sustainable communities.\textsuperscript{72} In July 2010, the EPA published \textit{Interim Guidance on Considering Environmental Justice During Development of an Action}. When finalized, the guide will be used as a tool to help EPA officials consider environmental justice throughout the rulemaking process.\textsuperscript{73}

One area of law that provides the EPA with broad discretion to consider environmental justice is the regulation of waste disposal under RCRA.\textsuperscript{74} The EPA establishes the requirements applicable to the treatment, storage and disposal of waste “as may be necessary to protect human health and the environment.”\textsuperscript{75} Therefore, in the context of waste management in the wake of the


\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 5.

\textsuperscript{75} Id.
BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, the EPA has the duty to consider the environmental justice impacts of its decisions.

Executive Order 12,898 directs the EPA to consider whether particular communities will be negatively impacted by the waste management plans adopted in response to the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. The EPA acknowledges that an essential element of environmental justice is fair treatment of all people. “Fair treatment means that no group of people should bear a disproportionate burden of environmental harms and risks.” However, the small number of communities taking the majority of the oily solid waste shoulders a larger share of the burdens and risks associated with the Gulf oil spill cleanup effort.

The EPA also acknowledges that environmental justice requires the meaningful involvement of all people. However, due to the emergency situation created by the Gulf oil spill, there was little opportunity to truly have “meaningful involvement” from communities that were impacted by the ultimate waste disposal plans. Although the EPA and BP sponsored community meetings in various sites throughout the region, the emergency situation created by the spill did not provide the public with an opportunity to influence the EPA or BP when making decisions about waste disposal facilities. Most importantly, the emergency timeframe precluded decision-makers from making meaningful efforts to seek out and facilitate involvement with community members living near the landfills.

In its waste management plans, BP refers to making decisions about disposal facilities that take environmental justice concerns into account. Specifically, BP’s Houma Waste Management Plan states that planning should include “analysis of socio-economic demographic data within close proximity to operations, evaluation of any potential impacts on sensitive populations, [and] evaluation of any pre-existing community concerns and regulatory

76 Id. at 3.
77 Id.
79 HOUMA INCIDENT COMMAND WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 48, at 6.
enforcement history."\(^80\) Also, BP noted that it would demonstrate "a strong commitment to address environmental justice challenges and the disproportionate environmental burdens place on low income communities as required by applicable legal requirements."\(^81\)

However, the disproportionate burden on the towns of Campelton and Sorrento, which received close to half of the oil spill waste, raises questions about whether the governmental supervision adequately addressed environmental justice. As noted above, both landfills are located in areas that have a higher percentage of people of color than the region as a whole, and the area near Campelton’s landfill—which received the most waste—is over three-quarters people of color. This concern is reinforced by what took place when at least one community in Mississippi that was designated to receive waste attempted to opt out. Despite regulators disapproving of that opt out, the community was allowed to provide waste staging ground rather than storage after their efforts.\(^82\) Low-income communities of color like Campelton may not have been aware or organized enough to raise similar concerns about the disproportionate burden they are assuming. Moreover, these concerns about communities having unequal capacity to resist in this context arise in a broader context of unequal siting of these kinds of waste disposal. The decision to place this waste in municipal land dumps exacerbates the environmental justice problem caused by the disproportionate siting of these types of disposal facilities in low-income communities and communities of color.\(^83\)

In sum, both the EPA and BP are aware of environmental justice concerns and attempted to implement strategies to protect

\(^80\) Id.
\(^81\) Id. at 11.
\(^82\) See NATIONAL COMMISSION REPORT, supra note 1, at 170; see also supra notes 61–62 and accompanying text. The area around the landfill that tried to opt out, Pecan Grove Landfill, has a minority population of only 12.5% immediately surrounding the landfill. Bullard, BP’s Waste Management Plan Raises Environmental Justice Concerns, supra note 62.
low-income communities and communities of color in applying RCRA to waste disposal in the aftermath of this spill. Nevertheless, some of the communities negatively impacted by the waste disposal of oily solid waste have high populations of low-income residents and people of color. While Executive Order 12,898 was not completely disregarded by the EPA, it was not given its full effect.

B. Health

Gulf Coast residents experience the health impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill through consumption of seafood, increased air pollution, and exposure to contaminants on beaches and in the water. In response to the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric (NOAA), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the EPA launched a joint surveillance effort to test seafood, close waters contaminated with oil to fishing, and prevent contaminated seafood from reaching the market. Seafood is tested for “taint,” petroleum odors, and unsafe levels of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), a type of potentially carcinogenic chemical that is found in oil. According to the FDA, the chemical dispersants used to clean oil from the water are unlikely to contaminate seafood or harm human health, but seafood that has likely been exposed to dispersants is also being monitored.

People living close to the Gulf Coast may have been exposed to particulate matter (PM) from the burning of oil by cleanup workers, or to low levels of chemicals from oil in the air. Exposure to PM may exacerbate chronic conditions such as heart disease or asthma and chemicals in the air can cause irritation of the eyes, nose, throat, and skin. Gulf Coast residents are also at risk of exposure to oil and dispersants on beaches or while swimming through direct skin contact. Exposure may result in
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dermatitis, secondary skin infections, rashes, or other types of irritation.90

The BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill disaster may also cause or exacerbate mental and behavioral health problems.91 Disasters lead to an increase in anxiety, post-traumatic stress, and other mental health disorders, and the prevalence and severity of mental illnesses are directly correlated to the severity of the disaster.92 After Hurricane Katrina, a mental health study in New Orleans revealed a marked increase in anxiety and related mental health disorders; the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill impacts many of the same communities that survived the hurricane, and studies since the spill indicate that some residents are struggling with a second wave of stress and trauma that could exacerbate existing mental health problems.93 However, as discussed further in Part IV.B.1, the Gulf Coast Claims Facility specifically excludes compensation for mental health problems resulting from the spill.94

Studies of past oil spills also reveal resulting mental health problems. Psychological studies conducted a year after the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill in 1989 found higher rates of anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among people who were exposed to the spill, and Native Americans were found to be particularly vulnerable to depression after the spill.95 According to the United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and studies published in the New England Journal of Medicine, some mental health impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill have already been observed.96 For example, the

91 Id.
92 Sandro Galea et al., Exposure to Hurricane-Related Stressors and Mental Illness After Hurricane Katrina, 64 ARCHIVES GEN. PSYCHIATRY 1427 (2007); Bernard D. Goldstein et al., Review Article, The Gulf Oil Spill, 364 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1334 (2011); Katherine Yun et al., Perspective, Moving Mental Health into the Disaster-Preparedness Spotlight, 363 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1193 (2010).
93 Id.
94 See infra note 152.
95 Lawrence A. Palinkas et al., Community Patterns of Psychiatric Disorders After the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, 150 AM. J. PSYCHIATRY 1517 (1993).
National Domestic Violence Hotline received a 13% increase in calls from Gulf Coast states between April 2010 and June 2010, including a 21% increase in calls from Louisiana residents.

The disproportionate health impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill present a unique challenge when viewed in the legal landscape. Rather than providing for prevention of disproportionate impacts and care for those suffering long-term health impacts, the legal regime structuring oil spill response focuses primarily on cleanup and compensation, areas that are discussed in detail in Part IV. Applicable environmental law focuses on the protection and restoration of natural resources. Neither area sufficiently addresses environmental justice issues. While enforcement of existing law may help to address some health impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, new strategies are necessary to prevent disproportionate harm to low-income communities and communities of color. This Section explores existing legal strategies for preventing and addressing disproportionate health impacts caused by the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. Specifically, the Section analyzes the interaction between the National Contingency Plan, which coordinates oil spill response efforts, and the above-discussed Executive Order 12,898.

Passed in the aftermath of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA) amended the Clean Water Act (CWA), authorizing the President to create a National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (National Contingency Plan or NCP) to coordinate the federal response to oil spills. The NCP establishes criteria and procedures to ensure immediate federal response to any discharge "that results in a substantial threat to the public health or welfare of the United States." Under the NCP, duties are assigned to federal departments and agencies in coordination with the states. Coast Guard strike teams are organized to coordinate response, a system of surveillance and notice is established to identify oil discharges,
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and oil removal techniques are identified.\textsuperscript{101} Regulations of the NCP requiring oil spill response actions are binding and enforceable under the OPA and the CWA.\textsuperscript{102} The President is authorized to revise or amend the NCP as needed.\textsuperscript{103} Thus, the NCP has significant authority to address environmental harms by requiring specific response actions, and the President has the capacity to modify the NCP to require more effective response mechanisms or coordination as needed.

The NCP establishes a National Response System (NRS) consisting of multiple agencies and strategies.\textsuperscript{104} The NRS is made up of a National Response Team (NRT) headed by the Coast Guard; Regional Response Teams (RRTs) comprised of regional representatives of each NRT member agency, local governments, and state governments; Area Committees (ACs) comprised of “qualified personnel from federal, state, and local agencies,” who develop Area Contingency Plans; and an On Scene Coordinator (OSC), generally a Coast Guard captain, who coordinates response activities and determines the level of cleanup required.\textsuperscript{105} Area Committees must prepare and submit Area Contingency Plans (ACPs) to the President, detailing an adequate plan to remove oil and protect natural resources, fish, and wildlife.\textsuperscript{106} Thus, the NCP constitutes a detailed, multi-agency coordinated response to oil spills with the authority to mandate specific actions on local and national levels.

Executive Order 12,898, described in depth in the preceding Section, is applicable to the National Contingency Plan via the various federal agencies involved in oil spill response. National Response Team member agencies include, among others, HHS, EPA, and NOAA, each of which is coordinating response activities related to health impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.\textsuperscript{107}

Agency environmental justice strategies are relevant to the BP
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Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill response efforts for several reasons. First, existing strategies may provide guidance to NRT member agencies and to the NRT as a whole for addressing environmental justice concerns related to increasing public participation in agency activities, health research and data collection, and identifying communities that rely on subsistence use of natural resources such as seafood. For example, HHS has identified strategies to improve health surveillance, identify environmental hazards that most impact communities of color and low-income communities, and educate communities about health risks through community-based outreach and training. If these strategies have been well-implemented within HHS, and if they are well-tailored to the specific demands of oil spill response activities, they may serve as a model for responding to health impacts caused by the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

Second, Executive Order 12,898’s direction to federal agencies to “promote enforcement of all health and environmental statutes in areas with minority populations and low-income populations” is particularly relevant in cases where such communities have experienced contamination of swimming water, beaches, and subsistence seafood. For example, as discussed in detail below, EPA can file suit to enforce CWA prohibitions on unlawful pollution and other applicable environmental laws.

Finally, Executive Order 12,898 is relevant to BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill agency response activities because it is binding on all federal agencies. Therefore, each agency involved in response activities should consider whether such activities disproportionately impact low-income communities or communities of color.

While each federal agency member of the NRT and the ACs is directed to address environmental justice implications of its activities, it is unclear how Executive Order 12,898 applies to the NRT or the ACs as bodies, because these entities also include state
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and local governments. The NCP does not mention environmental justice, which could lead to a gap in analysis of disproportionate impacts in the context of NCP-mandated response activities. Even though multiple NRT member agencies are coordinating to address health impacts, the NCP contains no specific provisions related to addressing or preventing disproportionate health impacts; rather, it addresses health concerns more broadly. While the OPA gives the President authority to ensure immediate federal response to an oil spill substantially affecting the public health and to activate the NCP through multiple federal and state agencies, the OPA does not specify that the NCP focus on inequality in public health concerns arising from a spill. Likewise, the OPA mandates that ACs prepare detailed plans for protection of fish and wildlife, but without an explicit environmental justice focus.

This intersectionality raises the question of whether or not application of Executive Order 12,898 to individual agency actions is sufficient in the context of a multi-agency (and multi-government) coordinated response effort. Some agencies are clear about their consideration of environmental justice issues related to at least some response activities. For example, the EPA established a Cooperative Agreement grant program to provide funding and technical assistance to local organizations working on environmental justice issues resulting from the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. On the other hand, as discussed in the preceding Section, the EPA did not give full effect to its environmental justice strategies in relationship to waste management decisions, which have disproportionately affected communities of color. The NOAA Damage Assessment Remediation and Restoration Program, which works with natural resource trustees in Gulf Coast states to determine the extent of damage to fish and other natural resources, requires trustees to
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consider whether communities of color or low-income communities will be disproportionately impacted by its restoration activities.\textsuperscript{120} While HHS has agency-wide environmental justice strategies that apply to all of its efforts, information about its application of those strategies to its BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill response is not publicly available.\textsuperscript{121} Thus, the multi-agency structure of the response generally and with respect to health in particular poses environmental justice concerns.

III. JUSTICE CONCERNS WITH COMPENSATION

One of the most pressing questions facing victims after the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill revolves around the issue of how to make victims whole in the wake of damage suffered. This Part explores the environmental justice dimensions of efforts to provide compensation for victims of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. It first describes the framework created by the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, and then explores environmental justice issues regarding the Gulf Coast Claims Facility, governmental distribution of funds, and litigation.

A. Oil Pollution Act and Compensation

In the wake of the Exxon Valdez disaster and the protracted litigation that followed, the OPA established liability guidelines for responsible parties in the event of an unlawful discharge of oil.\textsuperscript{122} The OPA imposes liability on parties responsible for “a vessel or a facility from which oil is discharged, or which poses the substantial threat of a discharge of oil.”\textsuperscript{123} Responsible parties include “the lessee or permittee of the area in which the facility is located or the holder of a right of use and easement granted under . . . the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act . . . for the area in which the facility is located . . . .”\textsuperscript{124} The source of the discharge, and as a result the responsible party, is to be designated by the President “where possible and appropriate,” pursuant to OPA § 2714.\textsuperscript{125}

\begin{footnotesize}
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The OPA imposes affirmative duties on responsible parties. These parties are responsible for costs associated with removal of the oil, as well as specified damages caused by the unlawful discharge.\textsuperscript{126} They must compensate for impairment of natural resources, damage to real and personal property, the incapacitation of subsistence resource users, lost tax revenues derived from damaged resources in their various forms, lost profits derived from said resources, and public services which suffer as a result of the discharge.\textsuperscript{127} The conference report on the OPA states that “[t]he claimant need not be the owner of the damaged property or resources to recover for lost profits or income.”\textsuperscript{128} States are able to impose liability provisions in addition to those provided for in the OPA in the case of discharge or removal within state limits.\textsuperscript{129}

Responsible parties are required to begin advertising detailed claimant information within fifteen days of the incident, and must maintain these advertisements for at least thirty days.\textsuperscript{130} Advertisements are to specify the availability of “interim, short-term damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled,” and that acceptance of these payments will not preclude the claimant from engaging in subsequent legal action to recover “damages not reflected in the paid or settled partial claim.”\textsuperscript{131}

These short-term OPA payments are intended to be expedited in nature. “The responsible party shall establish a procedure for the payment or settlement of a claim for interim, short-term damages. Payment . . . representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled shall not preclude recovery by the claimant for damages not reflected . . . .”\textsuperscript{132} Under § 2710, indemnification agreements are allowed, but they do not transfer liability from the responsible party to any other party.\textsuperscript{133} Regardless of indemnification, payment of “final damages . . . shall not foreclose a claimant’s right to recovery of all damages to
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which the claimant otherwise is entitled under this Act or under any other law.\textsuperscript{134}

The OPA serves to define the parameters of liability for responsible parties. If the discharge can be shown to be solely the result of an act of God, an act of war, or the act of “gross negligence or willful misconduct” by a party other than the initially designated entities, liability will either not be imposed, or will be imposed upon those responsible for negligence or misconduct.\textsuperscript{135}

If unlawful discharge occurs at an “offshore facility” like the Deepwater Horizon, the responsible party is liable for all removal costs, and an additional $75 million.\textsuperscript{136} If discharge occurs onshore or in a deepwater port, the responsible party’s damages are capped at $350 million.\textsuperscript{137} These liability limits are to be adjusted for changes in the Consumer Price Index at least every three years, but remain at the aforementioned levels today.\textsuperscript{138} OPA provisions also do not provide for the recovery of punitive damages.\textsuperscript{139} Liability caps disperse only after a high burden of proof has been met. For instance, if the discharge was proximately caused by the “gross negligence or willful misconduct” of the responsible party, or if the responsible party violated “an applicable Federal safety, construction, or operating regulation,” liability caps would not apply.\textsuperscript{140} The same would be true if the party failed to report the incident, to cooperate with authorities, or to comply with a lawful order.

There is a three year limit on damage claims from the time “the injury and its connection with the discharge in question were reasonably discoverable . . . .”\textsuperscript{142} Claims must first be brought to the responsible party, and if the responsible party denies the claim in full, or if the claim is not resolved within ninety days of
presentation, the claimant may commence legal action. The OPA does not address whether partial payment that unsatisfactorily settles a claim prevents subsequent OPA-based litigation specific to that claim.

The OPA resolves many of the jurisdictional issues inherent after an unlawful discharge of oil. Actions arising under the OPA are to be heard in the U.S. district court for the district in which the discharge or injury occurs, or the district in which the defendant resides, is found, or has its primary place of business. State trial courts may hear removal and damage claims. These jurisdictional rules are subject to a three year statute of limitations on actions for damages and removal costs, a time period that commences when “the loss and the connection of the loss with the discharge in question are reasonably discoverable with the exercise of due care.”

B. Gulf Coast Claims Facility

After being designated a responsible party under the OPA, BP established the Gulf Coast Claims Facility (GCCF), administered independently by Ken Feinberg, to provide an administrative mechanism for quickly addressing claims arising from the spill, and pledged to establish a $20 billion trust fund to satisfy claims adjudicated by the GCCF. Because the GCCF is serving as a primary mechanism of compensation, this Section focuses on environmental justice concerns arising from it. The Section examines issues regarding the claims allowed, the emergency claims deadline, and the way in which BP provides funds for the GCCF.

1. Allowed Claims

Although neither BP nor the federal government has indicated with certainty that the GCCF was intended to satisfy BP’s compensation obligations under the OPA, the GCCF’s descriptions
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of itself suggest that the facility was established to address those obligations, at least in part. For example, the GCCF’s “Protocol for Emergency Advance Payments” states that the U.S. Coast Guard “directed BP to maintain a single claims facility for all Responsible Parties to avoid confusion among potential claimants.”

Therefore, the “GCCF (and the protocols under which it operates) are structured to be compliant with OPA.” The GCCF also utilizes OPA provisions in order to regulate fund policies, including whether or not a claim has been presented.

While BP has also authorized the GCCF to process personal injury claims outside the scope of the OPA, “submission of such claims [to the GCCF] shall be wholly voluntary.”

Private individuals and businesses may file claims seeking compensation for “direct damages resulting from the Spill,” and for removal and cleanup costs “that result from actions [the individual or business] took to prevent, mitigate or clean up damages or anticipated damages.” Individuals and businesses may also file claims for damage to real or personal property, “measured by the cost of repair or replacement of the property and/or the difference in the value of the property before and after the damage.” In the case of property that is leased or rented to a third party, either the renter or the owner may file the claim, but each must inform the other that the claim has been filed.
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153 Id. § 8 (Removal and Clean Up Costs).

154 Id. § 9 (Damage to Real or Personal Property).

155 Id. (“Any Individual or Business that owns or rents Real or Personal Property physically damaged or destroyed by the Spill may submit a claim to the GCCF for damages to the affected Real or Personal Property, or for economic losses resulting from the destruction of the affected property. If you are an owner of a property that you lease to someone else, you must notify the lessee that you are filing a claim. If you lease a property from someone else, you must notify the owner that you are filing a claim.”) The FAQ also specifies that “the GCCF will
are two available claims for economic damages suffered from the Oil Spill: "Lost Profits and Earning Capacity" claims and "Loss of Subsistence Use of Natural Resources" claims. Finally, individuals may file a claim for physical injuries or deaths that were "proximately caused by the Spill or the explosion and fire associated with the Deepwater Horizon incident, or by the cleanup of the Spill."  

In order to facilitate GCCF claims, BP established Claim Centers and Community Outreach Centers throughout the region. The federal government has established coordinating One Stop Career Centers (Comprehensive and Affiliate), Small Business Administration Offices, and Command Posts. While a substantial number of the BP Claim Centers are in New Orleans and the surrounding areas, Centers stretch as far as Naples and Key West, Florida. These Claim Centers were largely designed to help people process claims made on the $20 billion fund discussed above.

The available claims may affect different communities in a variety of ways. First, cleanup and oil removal costs must either be "approved by the Federal On-Scene Coordinator" or be "otherwise consistent with the National Contingency Plan." Differing levels of access to the FOSC or lack of knowledge about the National Contingency Plan may slow down individuals’ ability to access funds for cleanup and oil removal work already accomplished, especially if some communities did not receive as not pay the same claim for damages or losses to Real or Personal Property to both an owner and a renter," and that it will "generally" defer to the owner if both parties file.  
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much information about the need for pre-approval. Second, although either the owner or the renter may file a claim for damage to real or personal property, the Frequently Asked Questions section notes that the owner will ordinarily receive the compensation unless the renter has a demonstrated contractual right to the damages.\textsuperscript{164}

In addition, claims based on “Loss of Subsistence Use of Natural Resources” may be harder to obtain. The GCCF website notes that “[t]housands of identical claims for Loss of Subsistence Use of Natural Resources have been submitted to the GCCF with no documentation other than standard form letters signed by local officials stating that the claimant has experienced hardship in a ‘fill in the blank’ specified monthly amount as a result of the increase in seafood production costs after the Spill.”\textsuperscript{165} According to the GCCF, “[t]hese claims are not sufficient for payment.”\textsuperscript{166} Subsistence Use of Natural Resources claims are supposed to be for “damages to a claimant’s ability to rely, without purchase, on natural resources for food, shelter, or other minimum necessities of life,”\textsuperscript{167} such as “a claimant who depends upon his or her ability to harvest fish that he or she depends upon for food may have a claim for the cost of replacing fish the claimant was unable to harvest because of the closure of fishing waters.”\textsuperscript{168} Since the communities likely to need these types of subsistence claims may be primarily comprised of people of color, low-income people, and Indian Tribes, increased scrutiny related to these claims may make it harder for these groups to access much-needed subsistence income.

Finally, GCCF claims for personal injury or death are explicitly prohibited from including compensation for emotional or mental health injuries.\textsuperscript{169} This prohibition may disproportionately
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affect communities of color and low-income people given the often greater barriers to their accessing emotional or mental health assistance outside of compensation by the GCCF.

2. *Emergency Advance Payments Deadline*

The OPA attempts to ensure implementation of procedures that make claimants whole as quickly as possible, and at no point in the Act are responsible parties given the right to preclude future litigation. Instead, the OPA takes affirmative steps to restrict transfer of liability.\(^{170}\) The statute makes clear that liability is intended to remain with the responsible party in all but the most complete of claim settlements. However, the GCCF initially set a deadline for Emergency Advance Payments, designating that after the deadline, the only payments available will be accompanied by a waiver of liability. The GCCF has since addressed these concerns to some extent by allowing those who submit final payment forms to receive partial payments without a liability waiver and added quick payment and interim payment processes. However, the major difference early on between the options of those who submitted before and after the Emergency Advance Payment deadline raised environmental justice concerns.\(^{171}\) In addition, at the time, discerning the overarching GCCF policy required synthesizing two separate answers on the GCCF’s “Frequently Asked Questions” page.\(^{172}\) Adding to the confusion, the Emergency Advance Payment and the Final Payment claims used the same form.\(^{173}\) This Section explores these issues and the ways in which the initial GCCF procedures around emergency procedures violated the OPA.

The OPA requires that responsible parties establish a method of making interim short-term payments to individuals and

\(^{170}\) 33 U.S.C. § 2710 (2006) (stating that, while indemnification agreements are allowed, transfers of liability are not).

\(^{171}\) *See Frequently Asked Questions, supra* note 152.

\(^{172}\) *Compare id.* § 5.1 (Claims for Emergency Payment) (describing condition that Emergency Advance Payments must be submitted by November 23, 2010), *with id.* § 5.11 (describing condition that in order to obtain a Final Payment, claimant must sign a “Release and Waiver”).

businesses affected by the unlawful discharge of oil.\textsuperscript{174} Under OPA § 2705, “[p]ayment or settlement of a claim for interim, short-term damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled shall not preclude recovery by the claimant for damages not reflected in the paid or settled partial claim.”\textsuperscript{175} Despite the language of OPA § 2705, the GCCF imposed a November 23, 2010 deadline for claimants to submit claims for Emergency Advance Payments.\textsuperscript{176} After this deadline, these payments were no longer available, and the GCCF shifted to issuing Final Payments.\textsuperscript{177} In the period preceding November 23, this deadline was alluded to on the GCCF’s “Frequently Asked Questions” website. In response to the question “Do I waive my legal rights by filing a claim?” the GCCF responds “no.”\textsuperscript{178} “You do not waive or release any legal rights by filing a claim for Emergency Advance Payments with the GCCF. If you apply for Final Payment and the GCCF finds that you are eligible for Final Payment then you will be required to sign a Release to receive a Final Payment.”\textsuperscript{179}

The GCCF went into a bit more detail in the eight pages of instructions provided for filing a claim form. “If you accept that determination, to receive a Final Payment you will have to sign a release waiving any rights you may have against BP to assert additional claims, to file an individual legal action, or to participate in other legal actions associated with the Spill.”\textsuperscript{180} While this does further describe the repercussions of accepting a Final Payment, precise distinctions between the two forms of GCCF relief are susceptible to misunderstanding, as the deadline is not mentioned in conjunction with this information. Also, that Emergency Advance Payments and Final Payments used exactly the same form might contribute to claimant confusion.\textsuperscript{181}

As a result, some individual claimants without the benefit of
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legal counsel might unknowingly have foregone their rights to future litigation in exchange for a payment received before the full scope of damages proximately caused by the oil spill is known. Such a payment would be necessarily incomplete, and the OPA restricts use of such payments as tools of liability limitation.\textsuperscript{182} The GCCF has taken some steps that address this problem. By processing just a small fraction of the Final Payment claimants registered by October 2010, the GCCF prevented unintentional releases of liability.\textsuperscript{183} Because of the important legal restrictions that accompany Final Payments, a delay in this aspect of the claims process was in keeping with the OPA.

The GCCF issued partial payments as Emergency Advance Payments to “Individuals and Businesses that are experiencing financial hardship resulting from damages incurred by the Spill.”\textsuperscript{184} They appear to be the GCCF’s version of the “interim, short-term damages” required by OPA § 2705.\textsuperscript{185} However, there are important distinctions between federal regulation and GCCF policy. According to the OPA, “[p]ayment or settlement of a claim for interim, short-term damages representing less than the full amount of damages to which the claimant ultimately may be entitled shall not preclude recovery by the claimant for damages not reflected in the paid or settled partial claim.”\textsuperscript{186} Importantly, no deadline is mentioned in OPA § 2705, and the section instead precludes issuance of waivers of liability “for damages not reflected in the paid or settled partial claim.”\textsuperscript{187} This language is indicative of the importance the OPA places on making claimants whole. While timetables are mentioned in the OPA, they almost exclusively restrict the actions of the responsible party, not the
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claimant. The only restrictions on claimants provide for ample time to file claims of any kind against the responsible party. For example, regarding removal costs, “[n]o claim may be presented under this subchapter for recovery of removal costs for an incident unless the claim is presented within 6 years after the date of completion of all removal actions for that incident.” Nowhere in the statute is it suggested that a deadline of mere months is appropriate.

The deadline for Emergency Advance Payment claim submissions was not widely reported in the national press. Unless the GCCF engaged in extensive local advertising, the deadline may have gone largely unnoticed among many residents of the Gulf Coast, which contains numerous communities of color where environmental justice concerns are of acute importance. Some of these residents may have become aware of the deadline and its significance only after November 23, 2010. At that point, they would no longer be able to submit an Emergency Advance Payment Claim; instead, they would have faced the choice of either accepting a Final Payment and releasing BP of future liability or forgoing non-litigious reimbursement altogether. While the changes to allow more flexibility in Final Payment claims and add an Interim Payment option ameliorate these concerns significantly, the initial approach of the GCCF to Emergency Payments does not appear to have comported with the OPA or to have adequately protected the claims options for vulnerable populations.

3. Sources of GCCF Funds

Since the GCCF’s inception, the trust has been funded largely

---

188 See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. § 2714 (2006) (requiring that the responsible party begin advertising information about the unlawful discharge and the compensation fund no later than fifteen days after the designation is made, and continue advertising for at least thirty days).
by BP's future earnings.\textsuperscript{191} The popular and financial press has reported that GCCF funding hinges upon BP's Gulf of Mexico subsidiary remaining profitable.\textsuperscript{192} BP did not sell assets to amass the $20 billion pledged to the GCCF, but instead securitized future earnings.\textsuperscript{193} The trust agreement provides that "the Grantor hereby agrees to grant, convey, and/or assign to the Trust first priority perfected security interests in production payments pertaining to the Grantor's U.S. oil and natural gas production."\textsuperscript{194} As a result, BP holds a significant advantage in negotiating the terms of continued drilling in the Gulf.

As a sizeable corporation, BP could have funded even the multi-billion dollar GCCF trust in a number of ways. However, the company chose to offer royalties from production on its Thunder Horse, Atlantis, Mad Dog, Great White, Mars, Ursa, and Na Kika oil and gas assets, all located in the Gulf of Mexico, as collateral to the GCCF.\textsuperscript{195} These fields, with the exception of Mars, are in 4000 feet of water or more.\textsuperscript{196} Mars lies in almost 3000 feet of water.\textsuperscript{197} In effect, before October 12, 2010, when the Obama Administration announced the lifting of the moratorium on deepwater drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, BP tied the success of the deepwater drilling moratorium to the reduction or failure of GCCF funding. As of late October 2010, the GCCF had handled claims from 87,080 claimants, and paid out a total of over $1.5

\textsuperscript{193} See Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Trust Agreement, supra note 191.
\textsuperscript{194} Id. at 4.
\textsuperscript{196} See Industry Projects, NET RES. INT'L, http://www.offshore-technology.com/projects/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2012) (separate link for each asset; Great White is discussed under the name "Perdido Regional Host Development").
\textsuperscript{197} Id.
billion.\textsuperscript{199} A sustained moratorium on deepwater oil and gas production in the Gulf of Mexico would have meant a substantial delay in issuance of GCCF payments, if not a complete undermining of the trust. BP, in effect, linked the legal rights of OPA claimants with the company’s continued prosperity as a result of the very drilling that caused the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

C. Governmental Distribution of Funds

Federal, state, and local government also have been playing a significant role in compensating victims. The following Sections detail the federal and the state and local funding mechanisms and their environmental justice implications.

1. Federal

Federal agencies incur oil spill-related costs in a variety of ways. They incur personnel costs when hiring temporary workers who engage in public health monitoring, monitoring the spread of oil, resource distribution, compensation administration, field programming, and other tasks.\textsuperscript{200} Federal agencies also engage in direct and indirect compensatory activities, including “work, services, and materials procured under contract for purposes related to the Oil Spill,” and “agency activities to mitigate the impacts of the Oil Spill, [including] mobilization of resources to coordinate benefit issuance and the dissemination of public information.”\textsuperscript{201} Finally, the large federal bureaucracy has attendant costs: “[t]ransportation costs,” “[t]ravel expenses and per diem, including a wide range of costs incurred while on travel” for federal employees, “[o]ffice supplies, equipment, and capital and/or maintenance costs for new or expanded field sites,” “materials, equipment, and supplies related to clean-up,” and “shipping costs and materials.”\textsuperscript{202}

All of the money for these federal expenditures is provided for by the responsible party, and the Obama Administration has

\textsuperscript{199} See GCCF Program Statistics—Overall Summary, supra note 183.
\textsuperscript{201} Id.
\textsuperscript{202} Id.
kept detailed records for agency appropriations, bills sent, and
money received as part of BP’s OPA obligations.203 The Federal
On-Scene Coordinator (FOSC) is responsible for assessing and
identifying costs assumed by federal agencies attributable to the
BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, and operates under the auspices
of the Coast Guard.204 As of July 2011, the Obama Administration
estimated that it had spent $716.6 million in oil cleanup costs
related to the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, for which it had
sent twelve invoices to BP for reimbursement.205 Since
“[r]esponsible parties are financially liable for all costs associated
with oil removal, including efforts to stop the leak at its source,
reduce the spread of oil, protect the shoreline and mitigate damage
to the public health or welfare,”206 the federal government’s
current approach is to spend money and then “bill responsible
parties regularly for costs.”207

In addition to overseeing the oil spill response as detailed
above, the Coast Guard is also responsible for administration of the
Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund (OSLTF).208 Created in 1986
and funded in conjunction with passage of the OPA, the OSLTF
“is a billion-dollar fund established as a funding source to pay
removal costs and damages resulting from oil spills . . . [and] is
used for costs not directly paid by the polluter . . . .”209 Of the two
major OSLTF components, one is particularly relevant to the
federal government’s BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill cleanup and
compensation regime: the Emergency Fund. The Emergency Fund
“is available to pay for pollution removal activities, as well as the
initiation of natural resource damage assessments.”210 These

203 Id.
204 Id.
205 Id. The $716.6 million number was obtained by adding the amounts shown for each of the twelve bills. The Administration has not released a thirteenth bill as of January 2012.
207 Id.
210 Oil Spill Cost and Reimbursement Fact Sheet, supra note 200.
expenditures are authorized by the FOSC. The Emergency Fund “is capitalized by an annual $50 million apportionment from the OSLTF,” and provides a backup funding source for cleanup and compensation costs that may not be reimbursed by BP.

There is some degree of overlap between federal responses and the state and private responses detailed below, especially in efforts to coordinate resources, compensation, and cleanup by the Obama Administration and by BP. Some of these overlaps are explicitly provided for, and the federal government assumes coordination responsibility. For example,

If other Federal, state, local, or tribal agencies assist the FOSC with removal activities, they can sign an agreement . . . which provides funding of those removal activities out of the OSLTF. The [agreement] specifies which removal activities will be reimbursed, and establishes a dollar limit—or “ceiling.” The agencies subsequently obligate funds against that ceiling, and are reimbursed from the OSLTF Emergency Fund.

The Emergency Fund also provides a backup reimbursement mechanism for claimants, because “[c]laimants (individuals, corporations, and government entities) can submit claims for uncompensated removal costs and OPA damages (listed above) caused by the oil spill to the [U.S. Coast Guard National Pollution Funds Center (“NPFC”)] if the [responsible party] does not satisfy their claims. NPFC adjudicates the claims and pays those with merit.” While the chain of command appears clear from government information, news outlets and on-the-ground spectators have criticized the confusion surrounding who is in charge. Some of the confusion stems from attempts to have those parties best suited to certain areas respond based on preexisting expertise in particular areas of oil spill management.

---

211 Id.
212 U.S. COAST GUARD, supra note 209, at 1–2 (discussing various parties and their ability to access the Emergency Fund).
213 Oil Spill Cost and Reimbursement Fact Sheet, supra note 200. The agreement signed is called a “Pollution Removal Funding Authorization.” Id.
215 See, e.g., Mark Sappenfeld, The Gulf Spill Oil Muddle: When Oil Nears Shore, Confusion Begins, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, June 6, 2010, http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/2010/0606/The-Gulf-oil-spill-muddle-when-oil-nears-shore-confusion-begins (noting that the “gap—the space between the logistical capabilities that BP brings to bear and the Coast Guard’s ability to oversee their deployment effectively—has been the single murkiest area of command and control during the cleanup.”).
and cleanup. 216

Little information on the Obama Administration’s Gulf Coast Response website details specific responses tailored to meet environmental justice concerns of compensation distribution, at least on the front page. 217 However, some federal response actions will have effects on environmental justice concerns beyond the issues described in the previous Sections. OSLTF funds represent an additional source of compensation for private organizations and individuals. Such organizations and individuals may be able to access the OSLTF Emergency Fund for claims not reimbursed by BP, subject to the limitations already noted. In the aftermath of the spill, though, the limited funding for the OSLTF Emergency Fund created concerns about whether there would be adequate funds for claims by communities made up of people of color and low-income people. The OPA provides funding for the OSLTF Emergency Fund at $50 million dollars per year, 218 and has long been criticized as lacking enough funds to fulfill its mandate in the wake of a disaster the scale of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. 219

216 Id. ("The federal government has never contested BP’s management of the effort to kill or contain the well—BP alone has the tools and technical know-how. But the shoreline has been a gray area.").

217 For example, there is no section at the bottom of the government response website titled “environmental justice” or “communities of color” or any other moniker traditionally associated with environmental justice concerns. See RESTORETHEGULF.GOV, http://www.restorethegulf.gov/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2012) (listing “Task Force,” “Assistance,” “Health & Safety,” “Fish & Wildlife,” “Environment” and “News” navigational categories at the bottom of every page; none of these categories have sub-categories that make explicit reference to traditional environmental justice communities, though some of the categories clearly reference relevant communities).

218 U.S. COAST GUARD, supra note 209, at 1.

219 For a selection of these criticisms, see Alfred Saunders, The Real Oil Fund, AM. CONSERVATIVE PARTY (June 23, 2010, 2:45 AM), http://www.theamericanconservatives.org/cms/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=271:the-real-oil-fund&catid=977:blog&itemid=175: “The purpose of the OSLTF is to help with oil spills. . . The oil companies have been paying this tax for years in order to help with this kind of scenario. Presumably, the oil companies pass on the cost of the tax to the consumers[,] which means we have already paid for part of this cleanup. So where’s the money? In short, the federal government borrowed it from the OSLTF for other uses.”

See also Brian P. O’Neill, An Oil Liability Primer, NAT’L L.J. (June 14, 2010), LEXIS 1202462432272 (“The maximum payout from the OSLTF for the BP Gulf oil spill is $1 billion. Claims are processed in the order received, and claims are paid out in the order approved. In other words, the OSLTF operates on a first-
2. State and Local Government

The federal government is not the only distributor of aid to victims of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. In addition to the $20 billion fund established for the GCCF and federal government resources detailed above, the OPA requires that BP reimburse state and local governments for their efforts to clean up spill harms. BP has chosen to implement this payment system separately from the GCCF; while private parties apply to the GCCF, administered as above, state and local governments apply directly to BP. According to BP, “Government claims” serviced by BP directly include “claims and funding requests for losses and/or expenses incurred by states, parishes, counties, Indian Tribes and other government entities and political subdivisions.”

There are certain types of OPA claims that are mainly or only available to these types of government entities: Natural Resources Damages, Loss of Government Revenue, and Increased Public Services.

Under the rubric of “Natural Resource Damages,” designated federal, state, and local government entities may be reimbursed for costs for “[a]ssessing an area’s natural resource damages, [r]estoring the natural resources, and [c]ompensating the public for come, first-served basis.”); Sima J. Gandhi, The Big Oil Discount, CTR. FOR AM. PROGRESS (May 13, 2010), http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/2010/05/big_oil_discount.html:

“Even with [a proposed] higher cap [on per-incident liability], however, the OSLTF will likely run out of money. It earned about $250 million from the 8-cent per barrel tax between October of last year and the end of April, but this tax expires in 2017 or when the OSLTF hits $2.7 billion dollars (whichever comes first).”


222 Government Claims, supra note 221.

the lost use of the affected resources.\textsuperscript{224} Federal, state, and local governments may also file claims for loss of government revenues from the spill, and from increased public services they have had to pay out as a result of the spill.\textsuperscript{225} Finally, governmental entities are eligible to file claims in a similar manner to those claims filed by private parties: they (along with "Clean-up contractors," and any private party who helps to clean up) may file claims to recover removal costs for any costs incurred to "prevent, minimize, mitigate, or clean up an oil spill," for compensation for property or boat damage, or for lost profits and earning capacity.\textsuperscript{226}

In addition to receiving aid from BP, state and local governments, along with Indian Tribes and regional operations, are also engaged in the distribution of aid. These governments may be designated natural resource trustees tasked with compensating the public for loss of natural resources. They may also be distributing the funds obtained from GCCF funds to compensate or otherwise ameliorate harms felt by the spill. Finally, some states and localities have set up their own command centers to deal with regional or local issues specific to their areas.\textsuperscript{227} These efforts may use state or local funds, or funds obtained from other sources (such as charities) to compensate victims for harms sustained as a result of the oil spill.\textsuperscript{228}

States, tribes, and localities distributing compensation and cleanup funding in the wake of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill continue to face obstacles in meeting the needs of communities largely comprised of low-income people and people

\textsuperscript{224} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{226} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{227} \textit{See, e.g., LA. OIL SPILL COORDINATOR'S OFFICE, http://www.losco.state.la.us/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2012); LA. DEEPWATER HORIZON OIL SPILL NATURAL RES. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT, http://losco-dwh.com/ (last visited Nov. 15, 2012).}
of color. Some of these issues will be similar to those faced by the federal government, but not all will apply in exactly the same fashion. First, it is less clear that states, localities, and tribes are subject to Executive Order 12,898, as the text of the order only specifies federal agencies. However, to the extent that state and local governments participate in reimbursement through the OSLTF, there may be oversight by federal agencies subject to the Order. Each state has set up an official BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill response webpage, though none mentions environmental justice explicitly. Mississippi, however, has a “Community Engagement” section of its Department of Environmental Quality website that held an “Environmental Justice Summit” in February 2011, suggesting that more state-specific responses may be forthcoming. The actual cleanup efforts, including efforts at monitoring and compensation, may also disproportionately help low-income people and people of color insofar as their communities are likely to be more affected by public health problems. Local governments may also be able to better assess the needs of vulnerable populations.

State and local government distribution of compensation to victims of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill will also depend on the money received from BP. For example, if a state or locality is a designated natural resource trustee, and is compensated for natural resources damage in order to compensate “the public for the lost use of the affected resources,” private parties most affected by the loss of those resources may be able to petition the natural


231 NAT’L POLLUTION FUNDS CTR., supra note 223.
resource trustee for access to some of the money received. However, the OPA does not make clear whether natural resource trustees are required to make private payouts, or whether public works activity (such as building a park to replace a lost or damaged river in an affected community) would fulfill statutory obligations.

Third, state and locality payments and expenditures will have similar, but slightly different concerns with regard to OSLTF Emergency Fund crowd out. If the Emergency Fund limits are met only through federal and state expenditures, low-income people and people of color are dependent on decisions by those entities that take disproportionate harm and need into account in order to be funded. In addition, states with more advanced rubrics and responses for accessing and mobilizing to file for federal money may also be better able to reach communities of color and low-income populations. This means that States and localities that fail to mobilize may not be able to aid these populations as effectively.

D. Litigation

When the GCCF, federal, state, and local resources described in previous Sections have been exhausted, or perhaps in lieu of seeking them, litigation provides a final compensation mechanism for victims of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. This Section details both litigation by victims under tort and admiralty law and litigation by government and nongovernmental organizations under the OPA and environmental law.

1. Private Litigation

Victims filed hundreds of actions in the aftermath of the spill: “[a]s of June 24, 2010, a total of 218 claims arising from the oil spill had already been filed in federal district courts in 10 different states: Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee and Texas.”

232 For example, BP's local site for Alabama lists no local organizations it is working with; its Louisiana local site lists over forty. Compare BP, Alabama Gulf Response, supra note 228, with BP, Louisiana Gulf Response, supra note 228.

Most of these are tort cases filed individually or as class actions, though some are shareholder class actions or derivative suits. 234 Seventy-seven of these cases were transferred by the United States Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation ("MDL") on August 10, 2010, to the Eastern District of Louisiana to be adjudicated together by Judge Carl J. Barbier as MDL No. 2179. 235 These seventy-seven cases are comprised mostly of the tort suits, but also include at least one Clean Water Act enforcement action, two wrongful death actions, and one personal injury action. 236 MDL No. 2179 is likely to be the default for transfer of new claims filed, 237 and at least some currently filed environmental suits were stayed in anticipation of being transferred to the MDL. 238 The Panel has indicated that it believes that more than 200 "tag-along" actions may eventually be part of MDL No. 2179. 239 It has also set deadlines for filing claims against Transocean, held monthly status conferences, dismissed RICO claims, and issued forty-eight Pretrial Orders governing pleadings, deposition protocol, and notification, among other things. 240 While the OPA limits BP's liability for suits, it does not limit liability in the case of negligence claims under state law. Thus, almost all tort suits have alleged negligence by BP or one of the other companies involved in the spill. 241 On March 2, 2012, the parties announced a tentative settlement for MDL No. 2179, and Judge Barbier issued a series of orders adjourning a trial that

234 Melinda Arbuckle, Case Chart, BP LITIGATION, http://sites.google.com/site/bplitigation/home/case-chart (last visited July 22, 2012) (organizing litigation filed at that point for law students in Complex Litigation and noting the claims cited in each case).


236 Id. at 1353-54 (discussing the actions included in the MDL).


239 In re Oil Spill, 731 F.Supp.2d at 1353.


241 33 U.S.C. § 2718(c) (2006); Arbuckle, supra note 234 (noting the claims filed in each BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill case, almost all of which include a negligence claim).
had been scheduled to commence March 5, 2012, creating transition processes, and appointing interim class counsel.\footnote{242} In addition to MDL No. 2179, two other sets of claims have been consolidated into MDL No. 2185. These claims involve, first, “securities plaintiffs [who] assert that they purchased BP securities at inflated prices based on defendants’ repeated assurances of BP’s safe operations, but then suffered losses following the Deepwater Horizon explosion/fire and subsequent oil spill.”\footnote{243} They also involve ERISA plaintiffs [who] allege that defendants breached their fiduciary duties to participants and/or beneficiaries of one or more BP employee retirement plans with respect to those plans’ investments in those same securities, when defendants knew or should have known of serious and ongoing safety and maintenance problems at the company—problems that culminated in the Deepwater Horizon incident.\footnote{244}

MDL No. 2185 was transferred to Judge Keith P. Ellison in the Southern District of Texas for pretrial proceedings. On February 13, 2012, Judge Ellison granted in part and denied in part defendants’ motion to dismiss on the securities fraud claims. Judge Ellison also granted the defendants’ motion to dismiss as to one particular subclass of securities fraud plaintiffs who based their claims on BP statements about oil well safety. Judge Ellison previously dismissed the shareholder derivative lawsuit as more appropriately brought in England on September 15, 2011.\footnote{245}

It is difficult to predict how many lawsuits will end up being filed, and the total may be somewhat dependent on perceptions of the efficacy of the GCCF. The environmental justice implications of any particular lawsuit are also difficult to gauge. However, some potential implications are discernible. First, there are effects


\footnote{244} Id.

\footnote{245} Id. at 1383; In re BP P.L.C. Sec. Litig., No. 4:10-md-2185, 2012 WL 432611 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 13, 2012); In re BP P.L.C. Sec. Litig., No. 4:10-md-2185, 2012 WL 468519 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 12, 2012); see id. at *1 n.3 (explaining the different legal theories advanced by different plaintiff subclasses); In re BP S’holder Derivative Litig., No. 4:10-cv-3447, 2011 WL 4345209 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 15, 2011).
predicated on success or failure of the litigation at issue. To the extent that plaintiffs who are low-income or persons of color win monetary settlements or at trial, this compensation may alleviate some harms incurred by the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. On the other hand, long delays and eventual losses may strain an already-burdened population.

Second, favorable lawsuits have the potential to change safety—or at least liability—standards for future BP operations in deepwater drilling. For some types of lawsuits, this may be the main outcome with the potential to help low-income people or people of color. In the BP Securities Litigation, for example, plaintiffs argue that “BP and its executives misled the investing public concerning the company’s safety measures and commitment to conducting safe operations.” These claims do not rely on harms felt by people necessarily residing in the Gulf Coast region, and shareholder litigation is predicated on owning stock in BP, which is not typically common in predominantly low-income communities or communities of color. Nevertheless, the securities action alleges “that BP and its executives misled the investing public concerning the company’s safety measures and failed to disclose that its safety procedures were inadequate and that it cut costs at the expense of safety.” In order to prove its claims, discovery in the case will focus on BP’s “safety record over at least the past five years, and, in particular, the alleged duty of BP officials to recognize and disclose the likelihood that a calamity such as this might occur.” These types of lawsuits, even if they do not provide direct compensation to communities comprised largely of low-income people and people of color, may nevertheless provide powerful information and incentive for BP to engage in safer future practices.

However, the immediate history suggests that protracted litigation has the potential to have emotional consequences for victims. While all environmental situations are different, one commentator on the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill has investigated the

248 Id.
249 Id.
effects of protracted litigation on participants.\textsuperscript{250} Noting that adversarial litigation tactics taken to extend the litigation and avoid huge payouts may have psychosocial implications for victims and may end up being a "secondary disaster" that harms victims even after the spill is over, J. Steven Picou cautions against viewing litigation itself as a solution without attendant costs.\textsuperscript{251} Other academics have long questioned the ability of adversarial litigation to bring about either social change or closure for plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{252} Concerns about these effects may have changed the litigation strategies of attorneys filing suit after the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill; for example, a far larger number of the suits filed are individual rather than class actions. However, these concerns about the long-term repercussions of litigation caution against relying solely on litigation as a stopgap for problems with accessing compensation highlighted above.

2. The Oil Pollution Act and Environmental Law

The Obama Administration has brought suits against BP and some of the other responsible companies under the OPA and other environmental laws in the Eastern District of Louisiana.\textsuperscript{253} In addition, at least three environmental groups have filed suit charging that BP “violate[ed] the act because it has discharged oil into the gulf, and failed to measure the oil’s plume and flow and to remove the oil.”\textsuperscript{254} At least one group also sent EPA a notice of intent to pursue a claim against Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the EPA, for failure to perform nondiscretionary duties under the

\textsuperscript{250} J. Steven Picou, When the Solution Becomes the Problem: The Impacts of Adversarial Litigation on Survivors of the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, 7 U. ST. THOMAS L.J. 68 (2009) (showing negative impact).
\textsuperscript{251} Id. at 86–88.
\textsuperscript{252} See, e.g., GERALD N. ROSENBERG, THE HOLLOW HOPE: CAN COURTS BRING ABOUT SOCIAL CHANGE? (2d ed. 2008) (arguing against the ability of litigation to effect social change).
Clean Water Act (CWA). The CWA imposes civil penalties for illegal discharges of pollutants and criminalizes certain conduct as well. Section 311 of the CWA explicitly provides that environmental officials may prohibit any discharge of oil that "may be harmful to the public health or welfare or environment of the United States ...." The EPA has promulgated what is known as the "sheen test," which provides that any oil spill that causes "a film or sheen upon or discoloration of the surface of the water or adjoining shorelines" constitutes a harmful quantity of oil that is prohibited by the CWA. The CWA criminally punishes negligent violations, and is subject to a punishment "by a fine of not less than $2500 nor more than $25,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 1 year, or by both." Higher penalties are available for knowing violations of the act, and of knowing endangerment under the CWA. Enforcement actions under the CWA may be prosecuted by either the federal government or by private parties through the CWA citizen suit provision.

In addition to the CWA, the federal government uses three other major statutes to protect species from harm: the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), the Endangered Species Act (ESA), and the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA).

---

258 See Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Yost, 919 F.2d 27, 29–30 (5th Cir. 1990) (upholding the "sheen test").
262 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a) (2006) ("[A]ny citizen may commence a civil action on his[her] own behalf ... against any person ... who is alleged to be in violation of (A) an effluent standard or limitation under this chapter or (B) an order issued by the Administrator or a State with respect to such a standard or limitation.").
These statutes "apply to the oil spill from a well located approximately 50 miles off the coast of Louisiana" through the jurisdictional reach established in the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act.267

The MBTA "makes it unlawful 'by any means or in any manner' to take, kill, or attempt to take or kill 'any migratory bird, any part, nest, or egg of any such bird.'"268 It also operates under a regime of strict liability, which means that "instead of having to show that defendants knew they were committing a particular act, the prosecution only has to show that an act happened. Under strict liability, actors are liable for a violation regardless of what they knew or what they meant to do. It is the easiest standard under which to prosecute."269 Additionally, while "the original purpose of the MBTA was to protect birds from hunting, it has long been used to prosecute any sort of taking of birds, including when they die from contamination."270 Prosecution under such statutes could result in fines being levied against BP, which could range from $15,000 per act (the statutory fine allowed under the MBTA) to perhaps "twice the pecuniary losses incurred by anyone as a result of the spill" (if a court applied the Alternative Fines Act, which imposes harsher penalties).271

The ESA and MMPA prohibit actions that harass or kill either listed species (in the case of the ESA, which means species that are listed as either threatened or endangered) or marine mammals (in the case of the MMPA).272 Unlike the MBTA, criminal prosecutions under both the ESA and the MMPA have a mens rea requirement for prosecution, which means that "[b]oth require proof that a defendant knew it was committing the act of causing an oil spill."273 Civil prosecutions under the ESA have the same intent requirement.274 Under the MMPA, however, a civil prosecution "has no such requirement. Civil violations occur if a person 'violates any provision of this subchapter or of any permit

267 ALEXANDER, supra note 263, at 1–2.
268 Id. at 1.
269 Id. at 4–5.
270 Id. at 5.
271 Id. at 8–9 (discussing the range of available penalties under the MBTA).
272 Id. at 1.
273 Id. at 9.
274 Id. at 3.
or regulation issued thereunder.” Successful claims under either the MMPA or ESA generally result in the imposition of fines, which can reach $11,000 per violation under the MMPA and up to $50,000 total under the ESA. The Obama Administration has indicated that it is pursuing claims under the ESA, the MMPA, and the MBTA.

Enforcement actions under the statutes cited above all provide potential avenues for increased fines and payments by BP, which would provide avenues for claimants to have access to more funds that are potentially not capped by the $20 billion GCCF. They would also provide avenues for money that does not rely on future profits from offshore drilling by BP, which is the current source of funding for the GCCF. While the statutes themselves do not specify where all money from them should go, the Oil Spill Pollution Fund notes that “fines and civil penalties under OPA, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Deepwater Port Act, and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act” are used as a source of funding for the OSLTF. The OSLTF has typically received between $4 and $7 million per year from these types of penalty deposits, but penalties in the wake of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill could vastly dwarf these amounts. As of yet, the Obama Administration has not stated specifically what it would do with money collected from these types of enforcement actions, though the Senate recently passed a bill requiring money from CWA fines to be spent on projects to restore the Gulf Coast environment and economy. The Obama Administration chose to pursue these CWA actions through MDL No. 2179, but is not part of the proposed class settlement discussed previously.

275 Id. at 4 (quoting 16 U.S.C. § 1375(a)(1) (2006)).
276 Id.
277 Id. at 8.
280 See Schwartz, supra note 242:
"The agreement does not include the biggest plaintiff in the BP case: the federal government. Nor does it include the state and local governments along the coast, which are also suing. The federal
IV. JUSTICE CONCERNS WITH EMPLOYMENT AND WORKERS

The BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill significantly affected employment in the Gulf Coast region. This Part focuses on those employment impacts and on the safety, training, and compensation issues facing the most vulnerable workers in the context of the spill: cleanup workers and oil rig workers.

A. Employment Loss and Opportunities

The BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill occurred in an area already suffering from several layers of historical harms, including a heavy reliance on the oil industry and the resulting environmental damage, the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and its effects on the area’s population and economy, and the recession. These factors combined to significantly impact the makeup of the work force following the oil spill. Job seekers rushed to the Gulf Coast region seeking employment in the cleanup efforts: emergency personnel with specialized training offered specific skills and knowledge relating to disaster relief, oil rig workers and other Gulf Coast residents who lost their jobs as a result of the spill looked to replace lost wages and hasten the area’s recovery, and the nation’s unemployed responded to the promise of temporary work. This Section examines the economic state of the region prior to the spill and its positive and negative impacts on industries and employment.

1. Impact of Hurricane Katrina on Gulf Employment

The Gulf Coast was still recovering from the destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina when the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill occurred. Changes in employment in the Gulf Coast region after Hurricane Katrina are important because this information may help predict future changes in employment in the Gulf Coast region in the aftermath of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and because the region that suffered the most damage after Hurricane Katrina is now poised to bear the brunt of the damage from the oil spill. The government stands to recover billions of dollars in environmental fines, but the extent to which the Justice Department is involved in negotiations with BP is unclear."

spill. With both the hurricane and the oil spill, vulnerable populations in this area face two separate environmental justice events which threaten to become cumulative in their effect.

In August of 2005, Hurricane Katrina inflicted serious damage in the Gulf Coast areas of Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), around 1.5 million people aged sixteen and older evacuated as a direct result of the flooding and property damage accompanying the storm.281 The demographic composition of the evacuees represented the affected area’s population fairly well.282 However, only an estimated 73% of evacuees returned to the county where they lived prior the hurricane.283 Twenty-three percent of evacuees from Louisiana, 11% of evacuees from Mississippi, and 5% of evacuees from Alabama had not returned to their states of origin by late 2006.284 The varying levels of return to the region led to changes in the demographic composition of the area now hit hardest by the oil spill. The BLS found white and Asian populations most likely to return, each with more than 80% returning to the same county they inhabited before the hurricane.285 Only 72.2% of Hispanic populations and a mere 53.8% of black populations returned.286 In August 2010 Nielson News reported that New Orleans had become “older, wealthier and less diverse” since Hurricane Katrina because “[a]cross New Orleans, the storm decimated downscale, African-American-dominated sectors. The eastern part of the city in low-lying areas took the brunt of the flooding, and members of these segments were least able to return to New Orleans.”287 Renters with fewer ties to the area and less incentive to return and rebuild inhabited many of the low-income areas affected by the storm.288
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result, some of the most vulnerable populations in the Gulf Coast area relocated prior to the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

The evacuees that did return to the counties they inhabited before Hurricane Katrina faced a poor job market. Affected areas had a 12.1% unemployment rate between October 2005 and October 2006 compared to the national unemployment rate of 4.7% during the same time period. Unemployment continued to increase; in 2009 the national unemployment rate was 9.3%, and some Gulf Coast region states faced higher unemployment rates: Alabama (11.2%), Florida (10.4%), Louisiana (7.1%), Mississippi (9.2%), and Texas (7.5%).

2. Industries Benefiting from the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill

The massive cleanup efforts in the Gulf created new employment opportunities in the hospitality and restaurant businesses. The influx of out-of-state cleanup workers proved beneficial to other industries as well, such as movie theaters, clothing stores, grocery stores, and laundry services. Businesses manufacturing oil cleanup materials and equipment also benefitted from the spill. Gulf Coast companies like Granite Environment in Florida (manufacturing booms for oil containment) and Clean Beach Technologies in Texas (selling a Beach Restoration System™ for removal of tar from beach sand) received increased business as a result of the spill. The demand for cleanup materials surpassed local availability, and businesses like
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California-based Oceans Therapy Solutions Corporation, which builds centrifuges to remove oil from water, also experienced increased sales. Oceanographers, marine specialists, and chemists had increased opportunities assisting BP and the EPA in the Gulf region. Jobs in civil construction, risk management, and communications were also available.

However, these benefits likely were not distributed equally. An NAACP investigation found that minority “[c]ommunity members and business owners [of color] have been locked out of access to contracts for cleanup and other opportunities related to addressing this disaster.” According to the Federal Procurement Data System, on July 9th, 2010, a total of $53 million had been awarded in federal contracts. Approximately 4.8% of those contract resources, representing $2.2 million, were awarded to small businesses the Federal Procurement Data System labeled as disadvantaged. Businesses owned by women received 4.2% of federal contracts. Eighteen of the 212 vendors with contracts were minority-owned, and only two of these vendors were owned by African Americans. This led NAACP President Benjamin Jealous to articulate concern that “contractors of color are not receiving equal consideration for opportunities to participate in mitigation efforts.”

3. Industries Negatively Impacted by the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill

Gulf Coast businesses like hotels and restaurants saw a mixed impact as a result of the oil spill. Some businesses, like those
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servicing tourism, lost business, while others saw an increase in patronage due to the influx of workers and regulators responding to the spill.\textsuperscript{305} Restaurants serving Gulf Coast seafood and seafood processing businesses suffered as a result of fishing closures and public concerns about oil contamination.\textsuperscript{306} Beachfront property rental owners, recreational fishing outfitters and guides, and boat operators also saw decreased sales.\textsuperscript{307} Small businesses are especially vulnerable to the changes resulting from the oil spill, and the Gulf Coast fishing industry has suffered significantly even though all closed fishing areas eventually reopened as of April 19, 2011.\textsuperscript{308} The oil industry itself, and the workers it employs, were impacted by the negative publicity and inability to continue drilling.

Some sources suggest that impacts on the Gulf Coast fishing industry have a disproportionate effect on African-American and Southeast Asian populations.\textsuperscript{309} Plaquemines Parish, a predominantly African-American area, has historically been the focal point of the Gulf Coast oyster fishing industry.\textsuperscript{310} Many oyster fishermen lost their boats and their homes to Hurricane Katrina,\textsuperscript{311} and by the time the Deepwater Horizon oil began to reach the oyster beds, there were between fifty and seventy-five African-American fishermen in the area.\textsuperscript{312} When unable to work because of closed fishing areas between May 1 and May 15,\textsuperscript{313} fishermen claimed up to $5000 per month from BP. This claim, however, is significantly less than the $10,000 to $40,000 a month they made when fishing.\textsuperscript{314} Few of the African-American oyster fishermen have diplomas beyond high school, and some do not
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know how to read. Oyster fishing is a way of life that is taught and continued within families, but that sort of education offers few opportunities outside of the industry.

Vietnamese shrimp and crab fishermen around Biloxi, Mississippi, also felt impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill. Of the approximately 7500 individuals of Vietnamese descent in the area, approximately 2000 individuals were employed in jobs impacted by the spill. Initially, BP only advertised compensation programs in English, and the language barrier may have prevented some eligible individuals from applying for aid. BP eventually printed literature in more than one language and some translators were made available.

According to Kaitlin Truong of Asian Americans for Change, however, the Vietnamese fishing population still harbored concerns because “[t]hey were left out during Katrina, and they’re afraid [they’re] going to be left out again.”

To counteract some of these negative impacts on the fishing industry, the BP Vessels of Opportunity program hired Gulf Coast fishermen and their boats to work on the oil spill cleanup. The program targeted those unable to work as a result of the spill to provide temporary employment until the areas are re-opened to fishing. According to RestoreTheGulf.gov, a total of 29,705 personnel had responded as of August 28, 2010. This statistic includes the crews of the 5059 boats and sixty-four aircraft involved in cleanup efforts, but reports of the number of boats in
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the Vessels of Opportunity program vary, with some sources estimating around 3000 participating vessels.\textsuperscript{325} BP reports on its website that the Vessels of Opportunity participants engaged in work like “supporting skimming, tending and maintaining boom, collecting sheen and light oil in shallower waters, finding and removing tar balls from the water, and transportation of supplies, personnel and wildlife.”\textsuperscript{326} The program’s need for vessels did not match interest, and those working in the program longest were often cut in order to allow new community members to take part.\textsuperscript{327}

All workers, including those hired through the Vessels of Opportunity program, were first hired by a BP contractor, as discussed in more depth in the following Section, and attended training sessions as required by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).\textsuperscript{328} In addition to worker training, all boats in the program passed a dockside examination by the U.S. Coast Guard.\textsuperscript{329} The Vessels of Opportunity program provides access to translators who speak Spanish, Vietnamese, and Khmer.\textsuperscript{330} During training, program participants received compensation at a rate of twenty-five dollars per hour for either eight or twelve hour days.\textsuperscript{331} Crews on vessels were compensated according to length of vessel rather than number of workers, and payment ranged from $1200 per twenty-four hours for boats less than thirty feet to $3000 per twenty-four hours for boats larger than sixty-five feet long.\textsuperscript{332} The owner of the vessel received all payments and was subsequently responsible for distributing payment to the crew.\textsuperscript{333} Boats were also being used by the state of Louisiana and by BP-contracted Oil Spill Response Organizations.\textsuperscript{334}

Vessels of Opportunity programs in Alabama, Florida, and
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Mississippi officially ended on September 15, 2010, but the program was still active in Louisiana for some time thereafter.\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^5\) BP has spent more than $500 million on the program, which functioned with the expectation that fisherman would return to their regular jobs after being dismissed.\(^3\)\(^6\) However, although the government re-opened eighty percent of Gulf Coast fishing areas by early fall, only twenty percent of the number of shrimp fishing boats working the area in 2009 had returned to work as of September 15.\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^7\) The publicity surrounding the oil spill drove down the price of Gulf Coast seafood due to safety concerns, and fishing is consequently no longer profitable for some in the area.\(^3\)\(^8\) The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is in charge of safety programs for fish and related products, and according to the agency’s website, “[a]lthough crude oil has the potential to taint seafood with flavors and odors caused by exposure to hydrocarbon chemicals, the public should not be concerned about the safety of seafood in stores at this time.”\(^3\)\(^3\)\(^9\) The FDA also stated that “[f]ish and shellfish harvested from areas reopened or unaffected by the closures are considered safe to eat.”\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^0\) Seafood contaminated with oil is not a primary health concern because the taste of oil is detectable at levels of contamination lower than levels that pose a health concern.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^1\)

Dispersants found in seafood products may pose a more significant risk than oil contamination.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^2\) For this reason, the areas
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sprayed with dispersants were closed to fishing.343 Dispersants were last applied to the waters of the Gulf Coast on July 19, 2010, and are specifically formulated to disperse and break down more quickly than oil.344 While this rapid breakdown is good news for the fishing community, the viability of the fishing industry rests on the willingness of the public to purchase Gulf Coast seafood. According to NOAA Fisheries’ Office of Science and Technology, only 58.5 million pounds of shrimp came out of the Gulf Coast in the first nine months of 2010 compared to an average from 2007 to 2009 of 86 million pounds for the same period.345

The long-term impact on the Gulf Coast fishing industry is complicated to assess. On February 1, 2011, NOAA re-opened more than 4000 square miles to fishing after extensive testing prompted by the discovery of tar balls in nets intended to catch Royal Red Shrimp.346 On April 19, 2011 the 1041 square mile area surrounding the Macondo well, which was the last area to remain closed, was re-opened to all types of fishing.347 Some sources suggest that the absence of fishing pressure during last summer’s extensive fishing closures may have increased populations of some seafood species such as white shrimp.348 Gulf Coast fishermen enjoyed a five-day white shrimp fishing season in April of 2011 because of the overabundance of the species.349 However, the resilience and abundance of seafood species is only one part of the equation. Despite assurances from the FDA that Gulf Coast seafood is safe for consumption,350 there is not yet
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reliable data about whether the market for Gulf Coast seafood has recovered; some businesses claim that they are still having trouble with customers not trusting the safety of their seafood and that sales remain down. 351

Beyond the broader compensation provisions described in the previous Part, there are a number of provisions focused on the economic effects of the spill. Under the OPA, the responsible party is liable for lost profits or earning capacity. 352 Compensation is administered through the OSLTF or the GCCF. 353 The requirements for eligibility for compensation under the OSLTF are: (1) the damage was a result of a spill that occurred on or after August 18, 1990; (2) the harms were caused by an oil spill; (3) the oil spill affected or substantially threatened to affect navigable waters of the United States; and (4) either the claim was presented to the party responsible for the oil spill, a responsible party has not been identified, the NPFC has solicited claims, or the claim falls under the listed exceptions for removal cost claims. 354 If all four requirements are satisfied, a claimant may submit a claim for damages or removal costs. 355

Businesses and individuals filing claims for profit loss in vulnerable industries like fishing and small businesses where the long-term costs could not yet be accurately estimated were able to receive expedited payments from the OSLTF or GCCF to cover the loss of their first month’s income. 356 Other claimants who were eligible for expedited payments include owners of coastal rental properties, restaurants, charter boat businesses, fishermen including shrimp and oyster harvesters, and seafood processing businesses. 357 Before the GCCF was formed, BP established an Immediate Action Claims Team to address these types of urgent
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loss of profits claims.\textsuperscript{358} The company also expanded the types of claims covered to include tourist industries that operate near affected beaches.\textsuperscript{359} Receipt of these payments does not preclude eligible claimants from filing more complete claims later on.\textsuperscript{360}

Claims that did not fit within the categories eligible for expedited payments were referred to the GCCF for claiming lost profits or lost wages.\textsuperscript{361} These deferred claimants included restaurants, tourist attractions, owners of property that are not located on oiled beaches, and seafood businesses outside of the Gulf that purchase Gulf Coast products.\textsuperscript{362}

Both individuals and businesses can submit claims to the GCCF.\textsuperscript{363} The GCCF defines lost wages as a “loss of or reduction in your ability to earn wages or income.”\textsuperscript{364} Lost profits covers temporary and permanent decreases in a business’s capacity to make money.\textsuperscript{365} According to the GCCF website, the GCCF fund is intended to compensate losses that are the result of “injury, destruction or loss of Real Property, Personal Property, or natural resources due to the Spill” and the claimant does not need to be “the owner of the damaged property or natural resources.”\textsuperscript{366} In order to be eligible for funds, claimants must (1) “Identify the specific Real Property, Personal Property or natural resources injured, destroyed or lost due to the Spill” and (2) show loss of “earnings or profits as a result of the injury, destruction or loss of the specific property or natural resources.”\textsuperscript{367}

Individuals who have received money from the fund and continue to lose income are not precluded from filing additional claims.\textsuperscript{368} Individuals who lost their jobs because of the spill and have since accepted new employment at a lower pay rate can still file claims for the discrepancy in earnings.\textsuperscript{369} The GCCF expands
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compensation to include damage to the physical buildings that house businesses and important tools of business like fishing boats. While these harms are not direct wage or profit losses, they affect a claimant's ability to work and earn money. Expedited payments are available under the GCCF. These expedited payments may be important for environmental justice because people who have not accumulated savings may have a greater need for expedited compensation in order to support themselves following a disaster.

Finally, BP established a $100 million fund specifically to compensate oil rig workers who were out of work during the moratorium. The Rig Worker Assistance Fund is administered by the Gulf Coast Restoration and Protection Foundation. The money is distributed in the form of grants based on applications. However, where rig workers have lost profits due to the moratorium, BP may be able to argue that the actions of the federal government are responsible for the losses. “BP officials have insisted that they are not legally responsible for claims emanating from the moratorium, and described the $100 million rig-worker fund as a good-will gesture.” If the moratorium was the direct cause of the lost wages rather than the oil spill, BP may not be liable for compensating oil rig workers. Despite concerns about extensive layoffs under the deepwater drilling moratorium, oil rig workers did not suffer significant loss of employment because oil companies retained most of their skilled rig working employees to
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perform deferred maintenance on oil rigs.\textsuperscript{378}

4. \textit{Long Term Gulf Coast Recovery Plan}

Navy Secretary Ray Mabus issued a Long Term Recovery Plan outlining a proposed plan of action for recovery in the Gulf Coast area.\textsuperscript{379} This plan has the potential to create new job opportunities in cleanup and restoration, but some raised concerns about the exclusion of minority groups from both the planning process and the proposed restoration.\textsuperscript{380} Non-profit groups, like Bayou Interfaith Shared Community Organizing, in the areas hit hardest by the spill “believe this plan does not give those communities most vulnerable to disaster, be it an oil spill or a deadly hurricane, a voice in the decision-making process.”\textsuperscript{381} These groups allege that the plan fails to address the specific and individualized needs of people and communities hit the hardest by the oil spill and its aftermath, including “African-American fishers in east Plaquemines Parish; the Pointe-Aux-Chien and Native American tribes further west; and Cajuns, Croatians, Vietnamese and Cambodians across the entire coast.”\textsuperscript{382}

Those not happy with the plan indicated that the lack of diversity “means that the plan does not have a clear picture of the oil spill’s victims.”\textsuperscript{383} For example, the Houma Nation, a tribe recognized by the state of Louisiana but not by the federal government, was neither allowed input nor given acknowledgment by the Long Term Recovery Plan.\textsuperscript{384} While the certainty and scope of these concerns and allegations are uncertain, the fact that groups have raised these concerns at all warrants further examination of the development of the Long Term Recovery Plan.
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B. Cleanup Workers

According to a report from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), an average of 46,271 people worked on various parts of the cleanup effort at its peak in the eleventh week of the spill. As of the thirteenth week following the spill, that number was reduced to 29,390 cleanup workers. In a September 30, 2010 statement, BP reported that "approximately 20,000 people from BP staff, contractors, governmental and industry employees and volunteers are at sites providing ongoing response." BP divided the areas in which workers perform response activities into four groups: offshore (those on boats near the leak), near shore (those on boats operating closer to shore performing activities like skimming or boom handling), beach (those doing land-based activities), and decontamination (those decontaminating response equipment and vessels). A BP report on the monitoring of hazardous exposure identified the main methods to prevent harm to the response workers: engineering, administrative controls, and personal protective equipment.

Assessing environmental justice in the context of cleanup workers is complex. On the one hand, this work is sought-after employment in a difficult economy. On the other hand, cleaning up oil spill waste is risky work, and the people needing to take such work may not have adequate options and protection. This Section explores these complexities by discussing the vulnerable populations involved in cleanup efforts, health and safety concerns, training, and housing.
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1. Vulnerable Populations Involved in Cleanup Efforts

Three main categories of vulnerable populations were employed following the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill: the previously unemployed, the homeless, and prisoners. The majority of the populations discussed here were involved in land-based beach cleanup. Finding reliable information on the precise demographics of the people performing beach cleanup was particularly difficult because of the insufficient collection and publication of data. A CNN article reported that BP was paying beach workers $18 per hour, while supervisors made $32 per hour. Most employees were hired by contractors rather than by BP, and it is unclear whether the quoted wages include those workers. What follows is a discussion of the three previously identified groups: the unemployed, the homeless, and prisoners.

Many of the individuals BP hired to clean up the beaches in the Gulf Coast from Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana were already unemployed before the oil spill. BP set up a program in partnership with state-run unemployment programs, and many of the individuals hired to participate in cleanup efforts filed for unemployment prior to the spill. In fact “even before the cleanup worker program kicked off, Alabama workers could fill out an online job application for potential oil clean up jobs.” Alabama began soliciting the unemployed to start cleanup training on May 12, 2010. Approximately 4500 workers were recruited through these Gulf Coast unemployment programs.

The full extent of previously unemployed individuals working as beach cleanup workers is unknown because beyond the June 8, 2010 CNN article, little information is available. Due to the high number of previously unemployed individuals in the region, however, it is likely that the previously unemployed filled many cleanup jobs. Some news and blog sources raised serious concerns over the education level of those entering into contracts to perform
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cleanup work. Reports of individuals unable to read and write, requiring community members to read employment contracts to them, raise concerns about how many other illiterate workers entered into similar contracts without assistance. The total number of cleanup workers is estimated in the tens of thousands, and it is not known how many of these workers were undereducated or previously unemployed.

The eligibility requirements for receipt of unemployment benefits are similar in all of the Gulf Coast states. All five states require that the claimant was employed for a percentage of their base period and meet certain minimum earnings during that time. Depending on how long temporary oil spill cleanup jobs last and how much they pay, accepting a job performing cleanup work might make some previously unemployed workers ineligible for unemployment benefits. In Louisiana, an unemployment benefits claimant can be partially unemployed, so a part-time cleanup worker might still be able to claim unemployment while employed in an oil cleanup job. Even within the unemployment benefits system, there is an unequal distribution of resources. The weekly maximum unemployment benefit varies by state. This means that workers in Mississippi and Alabama are at a disadvantage, with a maximum weekly benefit payment of less than $270, while unemployed workers in Texas can collect up
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Disaster Unemployment Assistance is also available for individuals who have lost their jobs as a direct result of a federally-declared disaster and do not qualify to receive regular unemployment benefits. However, claimants must apply for Disaster Unemployment Assistance within thirty days after the declaration of a major disaster. The U.S. Commerce Secretary declared a fishery disaster at the end of May 2010, which means that the deadline to apply expired at the end of June 2010. People who lost their jobs after June 2010 were therefore not eligible to receive Disaster Unemployment Assistance.

In addition to unemployed workers, homeless populations have been sources of labor for disaster cleanup. These jobs are not always highly sought-after because they are temporary, often involve long hours, and are typically dangerous. In early 2010, crews that dealt with the cleanup after severe flooding in Tennessee drew heavily from area homeless shelters. Employment agencies in Tennessee went so far as to seek workers in local shelters.

The extent to which this type of recruitment happened in the Gulf was unclear, but in the aftermath of the oil spill, Gulf Coast homeless shelters received an influx of new residents looking for jobs working on cleanup. However, due to area unemployment...
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rates before the spill, the temporary suspension of much of the fishing industry, and the arrival of workers from around the country, there was heavy competition for cleanup jobs in the Gulf Coast. 409 Many of the other job seekers had more experience and specialized training and those reporting on the issue found that many of those filling the shelters were not being hired. 410 Instead, they were finding overcrowded homeless shelters.

Some sources reported that BP was also using prison labor to clean the oiled beaches, although BP neither confirms nor denies these allegations. 412 Reports indicate that prisoners were not forced to participate in oil cleanup, but that they risked losing any “good time” earned towards early release and ultimately could spend more time in prison if they refused to take part. 413 According to reports, some inmates in the work release program did not receive pay for their labor while others made up to forty cents an hour. 414 If BP was using prison labor, they were benefitting from a cheap and reliable source of labor as well as receiving tax benefits. 415 Assuming prisoners were performing cleanup work, it is unclear the extent to which they received instruction regarding the dangers associated with handling oil or knew that they could opt out of the dangerous work. Area residents were reportedly upset at the prospect of a prison work force taking jobs away from locals whose livelihoods had suffered from the spill. 416

Further, the participation of prisoners in the beach cleanup efforts may also contribute disproportionate representation of
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people of color in cleanup work. For example, in Grand Isle, Louisiana, a predominantly white area, African Americans were over-represented among cleanup workers to such an extent that NAACP president Ben Jealous sent a letter to the CEO of BP questioning why cleanup companies targeted African-American men to work such difficult and dangerous jobs.\(^{417}\) According to the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections, in June 2011, 69.3% of the state adult correctional population was black and 94% was male, and drawing from such a population could potentially increase any racial disparity.\(^{418}\) While reports of the use of prison labor are sparse, research turned up nothing to counter these reports. Those reporting on the use of prison labor write that official responses have indicated uncertainty but not denial.\(^{419}\) The use of prison labor is another area in which information is lacking but necessary to assess environmental justice concerns.

2. **Health and Safety Concerns Regarding Cleanup Workers**

Cleanup workers faced the general health and safety risks associated with working with oil, health and safety risks specific to oil spill workers, and issues with the adequacy of training and housing. First, exposure to oil carries with it a host of risks. The primary danger to workers is the result of a mixture of hydrocarbons and designated light, medium, and heavy chemicals in the crude oil.\(^{420}\) There are two main ways in which workers are exposed to the chemicals: breathing them in and direct skin contact.\(^{421}\) The lighter chemicals generally evaporate within
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\(^{419}\) Young, \textit{supra} note 412.

\(^{420}\) \textit{See Oil Spill Cleanup Initiative, Nat’l Inst. of Envtl. Health Scis., Safety and Health Awareness for Oil Spill Cleanup Workers 35–36, 38–39} (2010), \textit{available at} http://www.osha.gov/Publications/OilSpill_Booklet_05.11_v4.pdf (describing crude oil’s evaporation and degradation and the various health hazards associated with exposure to different hydrocarbons and chemicals throughout these processes).

\(^{421}\) \textit{Id.} at 40 (explaining the dermatitis hazard and the hazard of oily droplets/oily particles in the air during cleanup).
twenty-four to forty-eight hours of the spill, leaving behind the medium and heavy parts in the water.\textsuperscript{422} This means that those exposed to fresher oil experience a much higher risk than those leading efforts on the shore because many of the hazardous components have evaporated by the time the oil reaches land.\textsuperscript{423} Even after the oil has weathered and formed into tar balls, cleanup workers can suffer rashes as a result of contact.\textsuperscript{424}

The lack of clear information regarding the long-term effects of oil exposure on human health complicates efforts to address potential concerns. An analysis of exposure of cleanup workers conducted by NIOSH in May of 1991 was unable to quantify the negative effects associated with oil exposure following the \textit{Exxon Valdez} spill.\textsuperscript{425} Part of the reason for the absence of proper analysis was a lack of information: “[a]n unsuccessful attempt was made to conduct a systematic, record-based review of health and injury data in the field. This was not pursued after the 1989 cleanup effort had ended.”\textsuperscript{426} Though unable to encompass the whole scope of health and injury data, the report did manage to turn up some useful information. Upon examining workers compensation claims in Alaska, NIOSH found that there were a total of 1811 workers’ compensation claims in 1989 directly related to the spill.\textsuperscript{427} The record attributed 800 worker injuries, or 44% of total reported injuries, to “strains/sprains, cuts/lacerations, or contusions;” 265 (14.6%) of reported injuries were attributed to bronchitis-type respiratory injuries; and forty-four injuries (2.4%) were attributed to dermatitis.\textsuperscript{428} While this list is not exhaustive and may not fully encompass all of the injuries caused by exposure to oil, it provides some indication of the type of oil-induced injuries for which compensation was sought immediately following the \textit{Exxon Valdez} oil spill. In addition to describing the types of injuries, the report also determined that some of the injuries and dangers came from workers choosing to take off parts
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of their protective equipment due to heat or discomfort. The available records report that tests only found trace concentrations of dangerous chemicals. Other reports directly counter this finding and determined that exposure to oil had significant health effects on Exxon Valdez cleanup workers.

Beyond these NIOSH reports, OSHA itemized twenty different potential hazards to workers dealing with an oil spill, but acknowledged that the list was not exhaustive. OSHA utilized requisite training as one of the primary methods to ensure the safety of cleanup workers, whether that training was administered by OSHA, BP, state agencies, or any number of contractors. In addition, BP and other agencies monitored worker exposure to certain chemicals and hazardous materials. Finally, a record was being kept of injuries and illnesses suffered by workers, though the accuracy and completeness of this record are unconfirmed.

At the peak of cleanup efforts, BP employed up to 200 “industrial hygienists and technicians” to monitor worker exposure across three different work areas. BP used varying methods for ensuring proper sampling of hazardous material. Some monitoring personnel used tools to measure the quality of the air and other materials encountered by workers. Alternatively, monitoring personnel took samples directly from response workers, although these tests often required subsequent analysis to get results and therefore reduced the possibility of immediate action to avoid serious health consequences.
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When analyzing response workers' risk of exposure, BP primarily operated based on the guideline that any amount of hydrocarbons in the air over 100 parts per million constitutes excessive exposure. OSHA notes, however, that "even if air sampling shows no detectable levels or very low levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), there still may be health effects present." Further, despite a finding of dangerous levels by BP on only one occasion, reports have surfaced of vessel-based cleanup workers and former fishermen who became quite ill after performing work in the employ of BP. There are also anecdotal reports of injuries sustained because workers were not allowed to wear proper safety equipment or were not outfitted with the proper safety equipment.

BP's response and health mitigation efforts operated in tandem with the Unified Area Command (UAC), though an examination of the UAC website does not make clear which entity is fully responsible for worker safety. According to BP, only one of the samples analyzed registered beyond the acceptable OSHA Personal Exposure Limit for response workers, and BP further asserts that this result was an isolated incident. However, even if the company's statements are true, they do not necessarily reflect the extent of the injuries or dangers to cleanup workers. For example, OSHA had reported over 739 heat related illness incidents in cleanup workers. OSHA also stated that it has implemented heat stress plans and work/rest requirements at the
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440 See Former BP Cleanup Worker Exposes Staged Photo Ops, Toxic Working Conditions, and Covert Ops, (Oct. 20, 2010), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DuPraOJaDg. (accompanying video describing a scenario in which a worker was instructed not to wear a protective mask).
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cleanup sites.\textsuperscript{444} In addition, OSHA promulgated a number of other plans in order to properly protect workers based on the events of this and other spills.\textsuperscript{445}

NIOSH compiled statistics on reported injuries suffered by cleanup workers based on data from OSHA and other sources.\textsuperscript{446} As of July 27, 2010, NIOSH reported a total of 2130 injuries or illnesses related to spill cleanup.\textsuperscript{447} Only ten of those injuries affected BP employees while 2050 were reported from contractors hired to do cleanup work.\textsuperscript{448} NIOSH divided the recorded worker problems into two categories: injuries (accounting for 53.3% of incidents) and illnesses (accounting for 46.7% of incidents).\textsuperscript{449} The majority of these incidents (68.1%) were reported in onshore workers.\textsuperscript{450} Recorded illnesses included heat stress, multiple symptoms (e.g., nausea, vomiting, headache, and dizziness), gastrointestinal disturbances, dermatologic symptoms, general symptoms (e.g., fatigue), cardiovascular problems, and respiratory illness.\textsuperscript{451} The majority of the illnesses appeared in the heat stress and multiple symptoms categories.\textsuperscript{452} Oil and dispersants were only “explicitly mentioned as a contributing factor” in thirteen of the cases recorded by NIOSH, including six dermatologic, four injury (e.g., slipping on oil), and three vapor inhalation cases.\textsuperscript{453} The total recorded illnesses catalogued in the report included only twelve cases that were severe enough to result in missed or
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Comparing current injury data with the total number of cleanup workers may lead to the conclusion that regulations are mitigating serious injury and illness. News reports of severe injury or illness not captured by the NIOSH report, however, make this conclusion less certain. These conflicting records of injury and illness call into question the sufficiency of injury and illness reporting requirements.

A close examination of the reporting regulation itself demonstrates the scope of the problem. OSHA regulations exist requiring the reporting of worker injury and illness information from employers, but of the 2130 cases of injury or illness recorded by NIOSH in one report, only 281 of those cases were considered “OSHA-recordable cases.” This gap suggests that the regulations promulgated by OSHA do not sufficiently capture the full breadth of injuries occurring during the cleanup process. OSHA regulation requires reporting by employers, but does not contain any procedures for recording injuries occurring many years from the actual cleanup efforts.

Further, reliance on the NIOSH data does not assure the same level of accurate data compilation that may be possible through mandated reporting, as evidenced by the failed attempts by NIOSH to acquire Exxon Valdez data.

In addition to the above reporting concerns, the worker population may benefit from improved monitoring and reporting of mental health issues. Studies found that following a disaster like the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, populations experience a rise in mental health problems. In addition, the homeless population, a potential subset of cleanup workers, suffers from mental illness and substance abuse at a higher rate than the general population.
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Mentally unstable members of the population engulfed in the hazards associated with the aftermath of oil spills and the cleanup effort may find themselves in a regulatory gap that no agency is currently equipped to handle. BP and regulators are engaged in a myriad of injury and illness mitigation efforts through monitoring of environmental conditions surrounding the spill, but screening and treatment for mental illness or instability among workers is not discussed.

Finally, despite the low numbers of serious injuries and illnesses reported thus far, it is too soon to be optimistic about the effects of oil exposure on oil cleanup workers. After the Exxon Valdez oil spill, injuries to cleanup workers often did not present until years after exposure. This could be due in part to the relative lack of data available to NIOSH following the Exxon Valdez spill. However, discrepancies in data availability cannot fully account for the reports of injuries and illness that are still being reported twenty years after the spill.

3. Training of Cleanup Workers

OSHA regulates the training that maritime oil spill response workers receive, and it does so based on the Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response standard (HAZWOPER). HAZWOPER is a more general regulation intended to “protect workers involved in hazardous substance emergency response and cleanup operations.” While the HAZWOPER regulation determines how those running the cleanup effort were required to
train employees, separate regulation actually outlines how a spill response is organized and managed, and it includes HAZWOPER training as a part of broader spill management.\textsuperscript{468} Any individuals helping with the cleanup effort not covered under the OSHA HAZWOPER regulation (like volunteers) come under the regulatory coverage of state-level OSHA regulation or EPA HAZWOPER regulation.\textsuperscript{469} OSHA does recognize states that have their own approved Occupational Safety and Health Plans, but none of the Gulf region states had such plans in place.\textsuperscript{470} Therefore, any OSHA-related regulation pertaining to cleanup workers, their training, and management would have happened exclusively at the federal level in the states affected by the BP \textit{Deepwater Horizon} Oil Spill.

Training for response workers during an oil spill is based on the assigned duties of the individual, and the specific training requirements are provided for in the Code of Federal Regulations.\textsuperscript{471} OSHA requires three levels of training for various types of onshore cleanup, four levels of training for those working on marine vessels and with the Vessels of Opportunity program, and two levels for those supervising individuals fulfilling either role.\textsuperscript{472} Over the course of cleanup efforts, OSHA warned about reports of trainers offering the HAZWOPER required trainings at significantly less than the forty hours required by regulation,\textsuperscript{473} though it is not clear if OSHA took any legal action against offending companies. OSHA asserts plainly in its training tools that adherence to proper training guidelines is legally required to maintain compliance with OSHA regulation, and the training requirements are not simply guidelines to promote worker

\textsuperscript{468} \textit{See}, e.g., 40 C.F.R. 300.150, 300.430 (2012); \textit{Oil Spill HAZWOPER}, \textit{supra} note 432.

\textsuperscript{469} \textit{Oil Spill HAZWOPER}, \textit{supra} note 432. The EPA HAZWOPER standard is identical to the OSHA HAZWOPER standard, but EPA’s HAZWOPER extends coverage to local and state government employees. \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{471} \textit{Oil Spill HAZWOPER}, \textit{supra} note 432. \textit{See generally} 29 C.F.R. 1920.120 (providing the general regulations which must be applied to specific oil release incidents).

\textsuperscript{472} \textit{Current Training Requirements for the Gulf Oil Spill}, \textit{supra} note 328.

\textsuperscript{473} \textit{Id.} (warning that “OSHA has received reports that some trainers are offering the 40-hour HAZWOPER training in significantly less than 40 hours, showing video presentations and offering only limited instruction”).
Louisiana also has some relevant safety regulations that apply to employers generally. The penalty for a violation of Louisiana worker safety law is a fine “not exceeding five hundred dollars for each offense.” No other Gulf Coast state has a general employee safety requirement analogous to Louisiana, and even if more states had such laws, it is not clear that those laws would be applicable or useful in the context of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

In addition to the above regulations addressing worker safety and training, OSHA promulgates rules requiring employers to record and report certain injuries or illnesses incurred by employees. The reporting of injuries is an important step in passing laws and implementing regulations to protect workers. In some respects the law appears to function properly, whereas in other instances problems with the law have arisen or a potential
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lack of information with regard to the law poses a problem.

Regarding areas of training regulation that operated well, OSHA promulgated very specific training requirements to be met before individuals can be approved to work on the beaches, on the boats, or as a supervisor. To the degree that regulations are in place specifying the type of training cleanup workers must receive, the law moved in the correct direction from past oil cleanup efforts. Agencies improved regulation since the Exxon Valdez spill, and improvements to the HAZWOPER training regulation, when enforced, appear to provide the necessary information to cleanup workers. In its current state, however, the regulation does not mandate a demonstration of skill prior to completing the training; no measurable means exists to determine comprehension or skill following training.

The required training, when compared to reports of actual training taking place, raises concerns for worker safety and regulatory compliance. BP contracted with other companies in order to administer training: PEC performed training for land-based cleanup, while Parsons and O’Brien performed training for vessel-based cleanup. OSHA allowed BP to hire other companies to perform safety training, and OSHA subsequently publicized reports of inadequate training taking place. A regulatory gap existed because no entity had scrutinized the companies tasked with worker training in order to ensure proper administration of training programs. Whether the oversight burden fell to BP or OSHA was unclear, but it is clear that under HAZWOPER, the proper training of these workers is important for their safety. OSHA requested via their website and via a published training fact sheet that workers who did not receive proper training should report these problems. To ask a potentially vulnerable cleanup worker to report the training they just received as inadequate, thus negating the training and further delaying the time when they can begin work, is inappropriate as a
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primary means of obtaining information about inadequate training and simply not feasible. Though the HAZWOPER regulation does not expressly require monitoring procedures, OSHA and BP are much better positioned than those seeking employment to evaluate the training procedures being administered.

Aside from the training oversight issues, a regulatory gap exists in how to deal with individuals not accustomed to standardized education; some of the most vulnerable populations being hired for cleanup efforts received career-specific education as opposed to standardized education administered to the general population. Reports that cleanup workers were signing contracts to work when they could not read or write raises serious concerns as to the sufficiency of a training program operated under an assumption of standardized education. The current training regulations do not contemplate the training and employment of individuals without a basic level of education. The limited information available made it hard to assess the negative impacts of this regulatory gap on particular cleanup workers, but the danger of insufficient HAZWOPER training existed.

Some of the most vulnerable populations participating in oil cleanup, such as the previously unemployed, the homeless, and possibly prisoners, are also more likely to be undereducated. It is unclear whether those receiving training were being tested to ensure that they fully comprehended all that was taught to them.

4. Housing of Cleanup Workers

A substantial number of people employed in cleanup efforts live outside the Gulf Coast region, and even Gulf Coast residents may receive assignments to work a significant distance from their homes. This influx of non-resident cleanup workers created a demand for temporary housing for these employees. News sources

487 See Mock, Black Gulf Fishers Face a Murky Future, supra note 310 (describing the education of oyster fishermen as being career-specific and passed down through families, with members typically not receiving a diploma beyond high school). Standardized education refers to the typical American style of education of grades one through twelve.
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490 See supra Part III.B.1 (noting the vulnerable populations involved in cleanup efforts).
reported that in one particular area, five hundred workers were housed on barges located offshore because the area that needed cleaning was not easily accessible by land and there was no available housing nearby. The barges were forty-foot-long corrugated steel boxes that read “Martin Quarters” on their sides. B & J Martin, Inc., the manufacturer of these modular buildings, confirmed on its website that it was providing temporary housing structures to BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill respondents.

B & J Martin, Inc., states that its modular buildings are U.S. Coast Guard-approved and meet the A-60 class construction requirements pursuant to American Bureau of Shipping standards, as well as being blast rated. Beyond that assertion, the company makes no claims of certification or regulation. News reports indicate, however, that the barge quarters are in compliance with other Coast Guard regulations. Further, while these facilities are an industry standard for many sea-going vessels and deepwater drilling operations, it is not clear whether their use is standard in spill cleanup operations.

On the barges, dubbed “flotels” by the press, workers were housed in steel boxes containing dormitory beds. Each box housed twelve workers, there was a bathroom for every four workers, and, pursuant to Coast Guard regulations, each worker received thirty square feet (equivalent to an area of five feet by six feet) of space in the living quarters.

The article containing the above information only described use of these barges outside one particular port, but BP indicated that the use of such barges could
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occur across the coast. While USA Today, BP, and the contractors who use the barges state that the conditions are very livable, certain conditions, such as greater confinement, are inherent in living on a barge and do not occur in the same way in land-based housing.

The "flotels" were not limited to land-based workers; there were reports that a group of fishermen went on strike to protest being moved from motels to the "flotels." One fisherman indicated that when he signed up to work, he was presented with an agreement that he would live in a motel or "somewhere they supplied us to live." The fishermen and workers complained that they were incapable of paying for their own housing but refused to move from their motels to the "flotels." Other workers resolved to live in the "flotels" because they could not afford to give up their jobs. As one worker stated, "I'll go to the Quarter boat and make the best of it. It's their way or the highway."

Several laws exist which might apply to these floating barracks, but it appears that OSHA and the Coast Guard have decided that they are under Coast Guard jurisdiction. The manufacturer of the "flotels" references a set of applicable Coast Guard regulations, which reinforces this conclusion.
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Guard regulation cited by the manufacturer pertains specifically to the fire rating of deck coverings on various vessels. This regulation does not apply to actual worker conditions, but addresses the structural soundness of the units for the purposes of providing housing on the water.

OSHA has its own regulation for the housing of workers hired for temporary purposes. Under 29 C.F.R. § 1910.142, OSHA has the power to regulate "Temporary Labor Camps," but indicates that these regulations do not apply to vessels. Those OSHA regulations state that "each room used for sleeping should contain at least 50 square feet of floor space for each occupant," with at least seven feet of head space. The toilet rooms require window access directly to the outside, as well as requiring toilet facilities access without passage through a sleeping area. In addition, no toilet should come within 100 feet of any sleeping room, dining room, lunch area, or kitchen. The regulation pertaining to "Temporary Labor Camps" also includes many other detailed rules, but with regard to potential regulation of the "flotels" the above portions are the most relevant.

Although the Coast Guard currently regulates the "flotels" due to their status as vessels, the temporary labor camp regulations might in some ways be a more appropriate fit. Unlike workers living and working on navigable waters to which the Coast Guard housing regulations typically apply, many of these cleanup workers were instead living on navigable waters while working on hazards noted by [Compliance Safety and Health Officers] related to living spaces on fish processing vessels will be referred in writing to the U.S. Coast Guard.
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land. OSHA’s temporary labor camp regulations mandate more space and separation from toilets for housing compared to what is available in the “flotels” and required by the Coast Guard. First, the Coast Guard regulations require that the “flotels” provide only thirty square feet of living space per person, while OSHA requires fifty feet of living space per person. Further, OSHA requires 100 feet of space between toilet rooms and sleeping quarters as well as access to toilet facilities without passing through sleeping quarters. From a review of interior photos provided by B & J Manufacturers, it appears that restroom facilities are directly adjacent to individual bunks. These differences raise serious concerns about the expectations of land-based workers suddenly forced to live on the “flotels,” and the disparities in conditions required for people doing similar work based on whether they are housed on land or on “flotels.”

Many individuals living in these “flotels” cannot afford their own hotels, a car to drive from the hotel to the work site, or to quit the job and go back to being unemployed. Beyond the information available via the news media and the manufacturer of the “flotels,” those tasked with regulating the health and safety of cleanup workers were silent on the use of this housing. In addition to the previously stated OSHA compliance concerns, the agency and governmental silence on this housing situation left regulatory questions about specially equipping or training workers for living on the “flotels.” Living on a barge presents unique problems and dangers not presented living on land, and the regulatory gap into which the “flotels” fall needed to be addressed more thoroughly by regulators.
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C. Oil Rig Workers

Oil rig workers faced environmental justice issues with regard to the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill that preceded the explosions and continued in the spill’s aftermath. BP indicated in its own reports that lapses in procedure and regulation put the safety of rig workers at risk on the Deepwater Horizon. This Section considers safety, regulatory, and compensation issues facing oil rig workers.

1. Safety and Regulatory Issues for Rig Workers

The extensive subcontracting occurring on the rigs complicated worker safety. For example, BP leased the Deepwater Horizon rig from Transocean, and Transocean was also responsible for the initial drilling and operation of the well.\(^{515}\) In addition, Haliburton oversaw the use of cement casing on the rig.\(^{516}\)

The Deepwater Horizon rig workers faced an extremely difficult task, and BP documents indicate that improper actions were taken at the time of the accident that potentially reflected insufficient levels of training.\(^{517}\) BP’s own internal accident report suggests that the Transocean rig crew “was not sufficiently prepared to manage an escalating well control situation.”\(^{518}\) BP further indicates that Transocean’s emergency policies and procedures for dealing with the situation were inadequate. The fact that these policies and procedures appear inadequate and unclear indicates that a potential chain of command problem also may have contributed to the rig crew’s failure to properly recognize and respond to warning signs as the well deteriorated. Further, the level of subcontracting on the Deepwater Horizon has thus far made it difficult to pinpoint a single player as being at fault.

In addition to these issues, the rig itself did not possess enough fail-safes and emergency controls to ensure worker safety. None of the protective systems could stop the flow of
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hydrocarbons, nor did systems effectively control potential ignition sources. BP’s accident report suggests one cause of this protective gap was a “high level of reliance upon manual/human intervention in the activation of Deepwater Horizon safety systems, which included well control response.” A look into Transocean’s maintenance records of the rig reveals an ineffective maintenance management system. A prior incident at the well site on March 8, 2010, revealed that the crews were unprepared to deliver an effective emergency response, yet Transocean took no actions to correct the situation. Transocean’s maintenance records were also organized in such a way as to make it very difficult to track and ensure regulatory compliance. The accident report made mention of inadequate testing procedures from Haliburton that made the development of correct risk assessment and safety precautions difficult. Based on this information, it is clear that serious questions exist about the sufficiency of precautions to protect rig workers from a potential well fail.

When the rig exploded, the rig employees were thrust into a hostile environment. Unlike a simple leak or spill, the Deepwater Horizon failure resulted in a series of explosions beginning at 9:49 PM on April 20, as efforts to stabilize the rig were unsuccessful. Of the 126 workers on board at the time, seventeen suffered serious injury and eleven lost their lives. Not all of the 126 rig workers were BP employees; Transocean employed many, while the others were from contracted firms such as Haliburton, Anadarko, and M-I Swaco.

Following the evacuation, BP kept some rig workers on boats or other rigs for fifteen hours or more. When the company
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finally brought the workers to shore, BP immediately presented the rig workers with boilerplate waiver forms, in what some have speculated was an attempt to absolve their employer, Transocean, from liability.\textsuperscript{529} Transocean claimed the forms were standard after such an event and that Coast Guard practices were responsible for causing the delays in bringing rig workers home.\textsuperscript{530}

2. Compensation for Injured Rig Workers

Relief for injured oil workers is available under general federal maritime law, the Jones Act,\textsuperscript{531} and for the family of those rig workers killed, the Death on the High Seas Act.\textsuperscript{532} The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act\textsuperscript{533} provides the relevant structure for federal regulation affecting the safety standards for oil rig workers.

For oil rig workers injured on the Deepwater Horizon, compensation under maritime law is the simplest form of relief. Deep water drilling operations are subject to federal law through the jurisdictional provision of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, which states that "the district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction of cases and controversies arising out of, or in connection with any operation conducted on the Outer Continental Shelf which involves exploration, development, or production of the minerals, of the subsoil and seabed of the Outer Continental Shelf, or which involves rights to such minerals."\textsuperscript{534} Within federal courts, deep water oil rig workers are treated under maritime contract, with the Fifth Circuit holding that "even a contract for offshore drilling services that does not mention any vessel is maritime if its execution requires the use of vessels."\textsuperscript{535} Admiralty law provides a generalized liability in which the "employer's responsibility for maintenance and cure extends beyond injuries sustained because of, or while engaged in, activities required by his employment."\textsuperscript{536}

\textsuperscript{529} Id.
\textsuperscript{535} Demette v. Falcon Drilling Co., 280 F.3d 492, 500–01 (5th Cir. 2002).
law "the seaman is not allowed to recover an indemnity for the negligence of the master, or any member of the crew, but is entitled to maintenance and cure, whether the injuries were received by negligence or accident."\textsuperscript{537} The most important statute potentially covering oil rig workers is the Merchant Marine Act of 1920, more commonly known as the Jones Act.\textsuperscript{538} The statute states that "a seaman injured in the course of employment or, if the seaman dies from the injury, the personal representative of the seaman may elect to bring a civil action at law, with the right of trial by jury, against the employer."\textsuperscript{539} The Jones Act gives a seaman "the right to sue in an action at law for damages arising from the negligence of the owner or personnel of a 'vessel' aboard which the seaman is employed."\textsuperscript{540} The Act "does not define the term 'seaman' and therefore leaves to the courts the determination of exactly which maritime workers are entitled to admiralty's special protection."\textsuperscript{541}

A worker making a claim under the Jones Act has a number of categories of damages from which to ensure relief. Courts have recognized that a plaintiff in a Jones Act suit "is entitled to recover damages for all his past, present and probable future harm attributable to the defendant's tortious conduct. Those damages include pain and suffering and mental anguish."\textsuperscript{542} A Jones Act claim can also seek damages for loss of past wages and loss of future earning capacity,\textsuperscript{543} both current and future medical expenses,\textsuperscript{544} and interest "as compensation for the use of funds to which the claimant was rightfully entitled."\textsuperscript{545}

For oil rig workers seeking compensation for injuries under the Jones Act, the first step is to determine just how they, as well as the rigs they work on, are classified under the law. In order to be

\textsuperscript{537} The Osceola, 189 U.S. 158, 175 (1903).
\textsuperscript{539} Id.
\textsuperscript{540} Offshore Co. v. Robinson, 266 F.2d 769, 771 (5th Cir. 1959).
\textsuperscript{542} Hagerty v. L & L Marine Services, Inc., 788 F.2d 315, 317 (5th Cir. 1986).
\textsuperscript{543} See, e.g., Johnson v. Offshore Exp., Inc., 845 F.2d 1347, 1352 (5th Cir. 1988).
covered under the Jones Act, a worker must meet two distinct criteria. First, the worker must be considered a “seaman” for the purpose of the statute. “Seaman” has been construed broadly in a number of federal decisions and applies well to this context. Suit has already been filed by several Deepwater Horizon oil rig workers based on Jones Act claims.

Second, in order to be covered as a Jones Act seaman, the Deepwater Horizon itself must also be classified as a vessel. Rigs sharing many of the characteristics of the Deepwater Horizon have been found by courts to be vessels for Jones Act classification, focusing on factors which designate “the purpose for which the craft is constructed and the business in which it is engaged.” A “non-self-propelled barge which is moved from one drilling location to another by tugs . . . and is fitted with sleeping quarters and a galley,” was considered for vessel classification where the court found “there can be little question that the drilling barge known as Rig No. 4 is a vessel.” The mobile nature of a rig such as the Deepwater Horizon, which is designed to establish drilling sites and move on to new prospects, makes it highly likely that it would be classified as a vessel under the Jones Act.

The Death on the High Seas Act also allows members of a deceased seaman’s family to bring suit. The Death on the High Seas Act “limits the class of beneficiaries to the decedent’s ‘wife, husband, parent, child, or dependent relative,’ establishes a two-year period of limitations . . . and provides that contributory

547 McDermott Int’l, Inc. v. Wilander, 498 U.S. 337, 346 (1991); see, e.g., Guilbeau v. Falcon Seaboard Drilling Co., 215 F. Supp. 909, 911–12 (E. D. La. 1963); cf. Holland v. Allied Structural Steel Co., 539 F.2d 476, 479–80 (5th Cir. 1976) (while definition of “seaman” is expanded far beyond formally assigned maritime crews, steel worker who fell from bridge under repair by floating cranes is only connected to the vessel in a transitory capacity, and was not injured in the course of service of that vessel).
549 Blanchard v. Engine & Gas Compressor Servs., Inc., 575 F.2d 1140, 1142 (5th Cir. 1978).
negligence will not bar recovery."552 An action under the Death on the High Seas Act does not require negligence, as the Act "gives a remedy for breach of the warranty of seaworthiness and . . . the libellant may recover thereunder without proof of negligence or culpability."553 This degree of freedom in structuring claims works to the benefit of the victims and ensures that they have a greater chance in receiving effective relief.

However, the narrow scope of the Death on the High Seas Act may make it ineffective as a comprehensive source of relief for those dependent on the deceased.554 By limiting the payment of benefits to those fully dependent on the deceased, the statute constrains recovery to the benefit of the responsible party and at the expense of the victim. For some workers, the coverage under this act is extremely low. For example, the family of one deceased rig worker, who was single with no dependents, may end up claiming no more than $1000 under the Death on the High Seas Act; his body was never found, so the lower funeral cost translated to an even lower payout.555 The Senate is currently considering Senate Bill 3463, which would expand coverage to non-pecuniary damages and pre-death pain and suffering556 and is a companion bill to the already-passed House Resolution 5503.557 The pending legislation, however, does not address the limited set of people covered by the Act and did not make significant progress in the Senate after it was introduced.558

The dangers facing rig workers were made greater by the lack of effective training, planning, and consistency of maintenance aboard the Deepwater Horizon. Regulations and safety procedures in place at the time of the accident, paired with the way in which they were operationalized, did not prevent worker injury. In the aftermath of the spill, the Jones Act and other compensation mechanisms provide some relief for the injured workers. However, the Death on the High Seas Act, unless amended significantly, provides only limited relief for the family of the rig workers that were killed.

V. TOWARDS GREATER JUSTICE

The preceding Parts reveal an overwhelming mosaic of justice problems involving many different laws and regulatory entities. However, despite their substantive diversity, they have three common themes: (1) powerful oil interests have structured laws in ways that make deepwater drilling easier and provide insufficient protection for vulnerable populations; (2) although both the government and companies at times made efforts to be sensitive to environmental justice concerns, these concerns were incorporated incompletely; and (3) inadequate information collection often makes precise analysis of environmental justice hard. These themes provide the basis for the proposals of this Part for addressing environmental justice more effectively in this context.

A. Statutory Reform

The statutes and regulations applicable to the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill structured the environmental injustice in its aftermath in two primary ways. First, many of the laws applicable provide exceptions or flexibility that operated to create unfairness. Second, many of the provisions for compensating vulnerable populations have limitations that create risks of unfairness. Changing these laws would make a major difference in achieving environmental justice.

The first problem infused the regulatory process leading up to the spill, and the Obama Administration is reforming offshore drilling regulation to ensure more rigorous environmental review and oversight of projects. However, these reforms still miss other important gaps. Most significantly, so long as RCRA designates

oil spill waste for municipal solid waste landfills, an environmental justice problem will persist due to the unequal siting of these landfills. This spill exacerbated that base justice problem because of its size and, in so doing, suggests a possibility for reform. Even if elimination of the exception is not politically feasible in the current political climate, limiting its applicability to smaller spills might help to address the overloading of municipal landfills that occurred in the aftermath of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

Moreover, in many instances, a tightening of regulatory oversight could make a difference. For example, the HAZWOPER training for cleanup workers is adequate when properly administered, but there were significant uncertainties regarding whether this was the case here. Regulations could mandate post-training tests instead of leaving that testing up to the discretion of those providing the training to help make sure that those interacting with hazardous materials actually have the knowledge they need to be safe.

The second problem could be addressed through a variety of reforms to the laws and structures for compensation. Most fundamentally, the magnitude of this spill reinforced that the liability caps in the OPA are too low to provide adequate compensation for victims. In addition, the elimination of the GCCF’s late November deadline for emergency payments or, at the very least, clearer advertisement of its significance would have helped ensure that it did not have a differential effect on those who are less educated, face language barriers, or have fewer resources to support representation. While the GCCF has taken steps to address these concerns, we should learn from this problem to set up such a fund differently in the first place in the future.

More broadly, the spill highlighted the need to revisit categories for compensation. For example, the decision to exclude mental health problems from GCCF compensation made it even harder for poor people to get the services that they needed. Additional funds or free services to help address the serious mental health implications of the spill, whether provided for through the
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GCCF or elsewhere, are needed. Similarly, limiting compensation under the Death on the High Seas Act to dependents and constraining significantly the types of damages available even to that group means that many people significantly affected by the deaths of oil rig workers have limited mechanisms to be compensated for their losses.\textsuperscript{563} Reforms under consideration to expand these mechanisms could support fairer and more compassionate treatment of those suffering the loss of loved ones in the aftermath of the spill.

B. Better Incorporation of Environmental Justice into Decision Making

Even if the barriers facing the above reforms are too great to make such measures politically viable, many of the environmental justice problems in the aftermath of the spill could have been significantly ameliorated through a more rigorous and consistent application of existing environmental justice law and policy. The problems with the spill response in particular suggest that cross-cutting interactions create environmental justice danger zones. Even if individual agencies are implementing their environmental justice mandates, these mandates need to be integrated clearly into each step of oil spill regulation and disaster planning.

This integration needs to begin before any spills take place, with the regulation of offshore drilling and disaster planning. While the more rigorous environmental regulatory process that the Obama Administration is implementing certainly helps environmental justice by making everyone safer, that process needs to explore the differential risks faced by vulnerable populations and any specific measures needed to provide them with greater protection. Similarly, the more environmental justice is specifically addressed in each component of the National Contingency Plan process, the greater the likelihood that these concerns will be adequately addressed in an emergency that requires quick action. For example, assuming that the proposed reforms to the waste disposal exception do not take place, the plan can work to identify a demographically diverse set of disposal sites and make sure that a low-income community of color does not get designated to receive such a high percentage of the waste, as occurred in the aftermath of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.

\textsuperscript{563} See supra Part IV.C.
Rigorous environmental justice monitoring needs to take place in the aftermath of the spill as well. Since these concerns can be lost in both the haste of emergency response and the complexity of many agencies interacting, a person designated to monitor environmental justice on the National Contingency Plan team could help to ensure their consistent consideration. That person could assess plans for their differential impacts and explore whether less unfair alternatives exist. If that person were both integrated at a high level into the planning process and in touch with an organized network of citizen groups representing vulnerable populations, environmental justice would be addressed much more rigorously in the response than it was in the aftermath of this spill.

The Obama Administration has an opportunity to create these reforms, without navigating the complexities of legislative change, during its current reexamination of the National Contingency Plan process. The National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling suggested a variety of ways in which that process could be more inclusive of state and local actors, but did not specifically address this environmental justice aspect of inclusivity. However, the need to create clearer pathways for these concerns to be addressed in the process is just as important for creating a fairer and more harmonious response in the future.

C. Creation of More Information Pathways

Whichever scheme is adopted moving forward, efforts to address environmental justice require adequate information. Vulnerable populations need to know what their options are and how to access the resources available to them. Those concerned about advancing environmental justice need to know what differential effects are taking place and why. Both of these types of information were sometimes inadequate in the aftermath of the spill.

The government responders made significant efforts to create the first type of information flow. Claim centers existed to help people with their efforts to gain compensation. OSHA warned workers that training might be inadequate. To address language barriers, materials were distributed in multiple languages.564

564 See supra Part IV.A.
Even with these efforts, gaps still remained. For example, the representation of the GCCF emergency claims process may not have adequately conveyed the significance of that deadline or made sure that those with the least resources to meet it did so. The existence of reports of people receiving unequal distribution of compensation for similar losses (or even more compensation with less loss) suggests that individuals' ability to submit claims may have varied. These concerns suggest the need to systematically review how information can be distributed most effectively to close these gaps.

With respect to the second type of information flow, more consistent collection of demographic information would help to reveal patterns and, as a result, places where intervention should occur. This information is important with respect to each aspect of the response, compensation, and protection of workers. For example, the disaggregation of health data (while respecting confidentiality) in the context of both the spill itself and of injured cleanup and oil rig workers can reveal whether more vulnerable populations were disproportionately impacted. The collection of clearer demographic data of cleanup workers and trainees would reveal potential patterns in who was employed and the adequacy of training. Opportunities for environmental justice assessment were often lost in the aftermath of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill because of inadequate data collection. These specific issues occurred in a broader context where the government struggled to gain adequate information about the spill itself.

Addressing these informational concerns could also be part of the above-mentioned systematic review. Such a review should consider the categories of demographic data that would be most helpful for environmental justice assessment, the extent to which such information is being collected now, which types of collection are most feasible, and how to navigate privacy concerns. Reexamining information flow in both of these contexts would help to ensure that future environmental justice analysis can occur more efficiently and effectively.


566 See supra Parts IV–V.
CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS ON THE FUTURE OF OIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

While the full impact of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill will only become clearer over a period of years, the response to it highlighted equality problems embedded in laws and the way in which the government implements them. These are problems that we do not need to wait for more data to fix. They require legal reform and a systematic rethinking of how environmental justice is approached in the context of deepwater drilling and oil spills.

Moreover, the differential distribution of risks and benefits in this context reinforces the need for context-specific analyses of environmental justice concerns arising from complex environmental problems. When a wide range of entities interact through laws covering many substantive areas, equality concerns can be lost. Systematic examination of legal provisions for ways in which they create conditions of inequality, of plans for cross-cutting interaction to ensure that they incorporate environmental justice, and of information flows to ensure that vulnerable populations get resources and those assessing environmental justice can do so would make a difference. This type of examination needs to occur in the context of this spill and more broadly.
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